
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Planning Board of the Village/Town of Mount Kisco held on 1 
Tuesday, January 9, 2018 at 7:35 pm in the Frank J. DiMicco Board Room, Village Hall, and 104 Main 2 

Street, Mount Kisco, New York. 3 

Members Present: Doug Hertz, Chairman 4 
   John Bainlardi, Vice Chairman 5 

Ralph Vigliotti 6 
Michael Bonforte 7 
Enrico Mareschi 8 
William Polese  9 
Crystal Pickard (Alternate) 10 

 11 
Members Absent: John Hochstein  12 

Frank Viteritti (Alternate) 13 
 14 
Staff Present:  Anthony Oliveri, Village Engineer 15 
   Jan K. Johannessen, Village Planner 16 
   Peter J. Miley, Building Inspector 17 

Whitney Singleton, Village Attorney 18 
Leslie Maron, Special Counsel 19 

 20 
Chairman Hertz stated called to order, this is the Mount Kisco Planning Board, Tuesday, January 9th.  We 21 
finished our work session, this is the regular session.  The first order of business, we have minutes from 22 
both October 24, 2017 and November 14, 2017. Michelle, let’s call those separately, if we will.  So on the 23 
minutes for October 24th, do I have a motion to approve? 24 
 25 
Mr. Mareschi stated yes, Chairman, I’ll approved the October 24, 2017 minutes. 26 
 27 
Mr. Bonforte seconded the motion. 28 
 29 
Chairman Hertz stated on the question, has everyone given comments to the Secretary for any 30 
changes?  If there are no last minute changes, Michelle… 31 
 32 
UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 33 
 34 
Mr. Mareschi  - aye 35 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 36 
Mr. Bainlardi  - abstain 37 
Mr. Vigliotti  - abstain 38 
Mr. Polese  - aye 39 
Ms. Pickard  - abstain 40 
Chairman Hertz - aye 41 
 42 
The motion carried by a vote of 4 to 0. 43 
 44 
Chairman Hertz stated sorry, I did mean to say we do have quorums for both of these agendas.  The second 45 
minutes are, take it from the top, November 14, 2017.  Again, would someone like to make a motion to 46 
approve those minutes? 47 
 48 
Mr. Bonforte stated Mr. Chairman, I’ll make the motion to approve the minutes from November 49 
14th. 50 
 51 
Mr. Polese seconded the motion. 52 
 53 
Chairman Hertz stated on the question, any last minutes changes?  Madam Secretary. 54 
 55 
UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 56 
 57 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 58 
Mr. Polese  - aye 59 
Mr. Bainlardi  - aye 60 
Mr. Vigliotti  - aye 61 
Mr. Mareschi  - abstain 62 
Ms. Pickard  - abstain 63 
Chairman Hertz - aye 64 
 65 
The motion carried by a vote of 5 to 0. 66 
 67 
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Chairman Hertz stated we’re taking our agenda slightly out of order to accommodate counsel.  The first 1 
item is Gas 21 Realty, 192 North Bedford Road.  And you’re up. 2 
 3 

a. Gas 21 Realty – 192 N. Bedford Road (Mobil) 4 
PB2016-0339, 69.58-4-2 (SBL) 5 
Site Plan 6 

 7 
Mr. Paul Berté and Mr. Dillon Singleton of Petruccelli Engineering were present. 8 
 9 
Mr. Berté stated good evening, Paul Berté, Petruccelli Engineering, representing the owners of Gas 21 10 
Realty, the gas station at 192 North Bedford Road.  We are here before you tonight with a revised site plan, 11 
we can take you through some of the changes that have been made since the last meeting.  Firstly, we 12 
revised the pump configuration to provide a better layout for access to the pumps and circulation around the 13 
facility.  Previously there were two stacks starting from Bedford Road going to the back of the property. 14 
We realigned them, the same number of pumps, in a north/south direction along North Bedford Road.  It 15 
should be noted that there’s existing 8 pumps and we’re reducing that down to 6, three dispensers, two on 16 
each side.  We have extended the curb along the property at North Bedford Road to provide a wider 17 
landscape island along the sidewalk of North Bedford Road but also reserving those three spaces that 18 
would be constructed if needed for land bank… 19 
 20 
Chairman Hertz stated can you either use a mouse or a pointer to indicate the areas you’re referring to, 21 
thank you. 22 
 23 
Mr. Berté stated so this is the curb that we pushed approximately 2 ½ feet into the property to provide 24 
additional landscaping between the sidewalk and the facility with reserving three spaces as a land bank 25 
space that would be constructed or could be constructed if those spaces were later on required.  The 26 
handicap space, we have two on this facility, one serving the existing building and we put another adjacent 27 
to the proposed retail facility for the gas station, the idea is for someone who is handicap accessing the 28 
facility, they would drive into the back parking lot, one way direction come down and they would pull into 29 
the space, this would be the area reserved for the adjacent area, to the handicap spaces. We aligned, we 30 
tilted these spaces next to the convenience store to provide a better back out circulation for those cars, and 31 
we identified some areas on this site where the snow removal would be placed, along here and we also have 32 
a deep parking lot here, so the idea here would be that this area could also be used as snow removal space 33 
with cars still be protected from the curbs through traffic here.  We’ve added the flood limit line, it is an 34 
approximate line for the 100 year elevation, which will require to comply to the Code for the construction 35 
in that facility but the front door which is located in the center is just outside that line, so in terms of the 36 
feasibility of the mechanical items, we will make sure that all of those items are outside of the flood zone.  37 
The canopy has also changed to match the new configuration of the pumps. There is an existing variance 38 
allowing the canopy on this site.  Originally we were maintain the existing but once the pumps got 39 
realigned for better circulations, we’re proposing a canopy that covers those three dispenser locations and 40 
also extending in so that the customer is covered going into the new convenience store.  The convenience 41 
store has been expanded from our original proposal to what’s currently shown here, it’s about 800-900 42 
square foot convenience store. It’s still tight, but it provides us a little bit more room to provide for walk-in 43 
refrigeration units and a couple shelves for consumer goods that would be associated with this convenience 44 
store. Parking count has been redefined to show compliance with the Code.  Lighting has been updated to 45 
show compliance with the Code, with exception of one area here where we have a little bit extra spill. 46 
However, being on Bedford Road, considering that not relocating, just with the lighting configuration under 47 
the canopy and to properly light these without adding any fixtures in this area, we feel that was the best 48 
place to look for.  There’s other existing lighting fixtures along this concrete wall here. They’re proposed to 49 
be shielded so no light is shining beyond the limit of the property line and there is an existing dumpster 50 
enclosure in this back corner here, which we are reconstructing to comply with the Code with black slat 51 
fence to be covered and a wall that will be brick face to match both the convenience store and this existing 52 
building.  This building was known as Enterprise that was the last tenant. It is proposed as a retail food 53 
establishment, which will provide, there will be seats available for people to sit at but it is not a restaurant. 54 
It is a retail food facility for people to come in, pick up their food and either leave and take out or if they 55 
want to grab a chair, sit in the facility and eat their meal and then leave, but no waiter service. 56 
 57 
Mr. Mareschi stated do we want a tenant there now? 58 
 59 
Mr. Berté stated hopefully, we have a tenant who’s interested in [inaudible] the space, he’s been here at the 60 
previous meeting hoping that this is something the Board is for. 61 
 62 
Chairman Hertz stated and they have provided a narrative for the use of the space. 63 
 64 
Mr. Berté stated so that would also require a Change of Use, which is part of the application. 65 
 66 
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Chairman Hertz stated thank you.  Let’s go down the line. Jan, do you want to summarize where we are 1 
from your perspective and what’s been resolved and what issues are still outstanding. 2 
 3 
Jan Johannessen stated we’re in the midst of a formal site plan application and Change of Use permit 4 
application. The applicant has been before the ZBA and received a use variance. There is an indication that 5 
they need to return to the ZBA to amend that variance or reissue that variance to reflect some changes that 6 
took place with the site plan since the Zoning Board approval.  From my perspective, the majority of our 7 
comments have been resolved. We have a few outstanding comments relative to landscaping and lighting, 8 
street signage but nothing of significance. I think there has been a lot of progress made since their last 9 
submission. 10 
 11 
Chairman Hertz stated Anthony. 12 
 13 
Anthony Oliveri stated yes, essentially most of our comments were addressed, most of the detail comments. 14 
The one issue, the main thing we have is on the truck turning radius. It shows travel of the travel over the 15 
curb line, they’re detailing mountable curbs but I’m not sure we want to have that condition on the site 16 
plans. Also DOT should probably be consulted on that as well. I’m not sure they want that type of situation.  17 
The trailer they’re using is a shorter trailer. I’m not sure if the tankers are limited to that size. They could be 18 
much longer, so that needs to be addressed one way or the other, we did overlay turning templates 19 
ourselves and the existing site can’t support the same trucks either… 20 
 21 
Chairman Hertz stated the existing site? 22 
 23 
Anthony Oliveri stated right, there just wasn’t room even on the existing site. I’m not sure how that would 24 
be handled but that should be looked at.  You essentially widen the driveways of the curb cuts, so maybe 25 
that can be explored a bit, but that was really our main remaining comment. 26 
 27 
Chairman Hertz stated before we jump on other comments, so you want to address that issue? 28 
 29 
Mr. Berté stated yeah, I mean, the existing site, it is my understanding that the truck does actually back 30 
onto Bedford Road and then goes on its way. There isn’t enough turning movements within here to, for the 31 
tanker truck to go in and out.  The proposal to kind of make these mountable curbs was to not disturb the, 32 
not create any new impervious surfaces and still provide, for those limited times, an ability for the truck to 33 
come in and out of the facility, drop the tank, still maintaining these configurations without adding any new 34 
or reconfiguring the existing driveways, making it wider, frankly just trying to minimize adding any new 35 
impervious areas.  We’ve pulled back just a few of the landscape plants that we had in these locations so 36 
that we leaves those as mulch beds. The maintenance of that would be part of the routine maintenance for 37 
the facility that the owners would undergo.  When that does happen and if it does happen, it would not be 38 
an eyesore. 39 
 40 
Chairman Hertz stated so backing out onto North Bedford Road is not exactly a legal thing.  So we do have 41 
to solve this in some fashion, so you know, this seems to me the only significant, all the rest of the issues 42 
here are minor and it doesn’t look like much of the area that you’re talking about is impervious as it stands 43 
today. So would you really be creating new impervious surface, because you’re also talking about taking 44 
some of those, you extended the curb and create new impervious area and you’re going to landscape it, so it 45 
would seem to me on net, you’re probably net positive in pervious.  You’ve reduced your impervious 46 
surface so are we opening up a can of worms if we can reconfigure those access… 47 
 48 
Mr. Berté stated I’ll take a second look at it and see how those turning movements can be made so that its 49 
in front of the [inaudible] usable site plan for the tankers to come in and out as an alternative.  We’ll look at 50 
an alternative to doing those mountable curbs but we would be adding some impervious if we did cut that 51 
in the line of the tire path. So I’d like to just go back and have that conversation with the facility operator 52 
and the operator of the delivery trucks, the operator of the gas to make sure that we can come up with 53 
something that’s reasonable and not going to open up a can of worms for us on this application. 54 
 55 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, Anthony, do you have other items that need to be addressed? 56 
 57 
Anthony Oliveri stated the only other two items we had, we just mentioned the FEMA floor plain again. I 58 
just wasn’t sure if that was going to require an actual variance or not Peter will address that. And just a note 59 
regarding stormwater permitting, there was a mention that they would be under a 5,000 square foot 60 
threshold, I think they may actually exceed that. It’s just a note that would be a condition of any approval 61 
later that they need coverage under the general permit from DEC. 62 
 63 
Mr. Berté stated we can do a schematic that would show Anthony the documentation, if it is in fact, there is 64 
some discrepancy, it’s, and we would fill out the NOI and get coverage, not changing the dynamics of the 65 
site. 66 
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 1 
Anthony Oliveri stated yeah really, it doesn’t have to be decided. It’s just a condition, and we should just 2 
note it, if they exceed that threshold.  It depends how you define disturbance and you know there’s a whole 3 
concrete pad that’s going in and that requires removing the asphalt and I don’t think those areas were 4 
considered and that’s disturbance. 5 
 6 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, Peter, do you have any comments you want to share? 7 
 8 
Mr. Miley stated getting back to the FEMA flood zone, I believe the site can comply. It’s minimal, the 9 
structures are slightly touching the 100 year flood plain, so there’s a possibility they can either comply with 10 
our Chapter 66, which is the flood damage prevention or seek relief from the Zoning Board. That’s a 11 
decision we’ll need to make. That decision I don’t believe, Paul, has been made, correct? 12 
 13 
Mr. Berté stated no. 14 
 15 
Mr. Miley stated which direction you’re going in… 16 
 17 
Mr. Berté stated whether we’re getting a variance or not. 18 
 19 
Mr. Miley stated whether you’re going to comply with our Flood Damage Prevention Code or seek relief 20 
from the Board. 21 
 22 
Mr. Berté stated we would like to seek relief from the Board, just based on the position of that line, it’s not 23 
a surveyed line, it’s basically a cartoon that’s placed on the site plan.  That building has been there for 24 
decades and that hasn’t been an issue. Of course, it’s not the 10 year storm but prepare for it but we’d just 25 
rather seek relief.  26 
 27 
Mr. Miley stated so I’ll work with Paul on the next step and the flood plain.  A couple of items that I 28 
noticed on parking with respect to the angles, there are slight modifications that I believe Paul can 29 
accommodate, no changes that are significant, a couple feet here and there, adding some safety bollards but 30 
nothing of significance. I believe all of them can be accommodated to meet our Code. 31 
 32 
Chairman Hertz stated okay and let me just ask in regards to the hundred year flood plain, the way the, you 33 
know the filling stations are configured that are within the flood plain, are there safety… 34 
 35 
Mr. Miley stated yeah, a number of things, essentially they’re going to need a Flood Development Permit 36 
and just because they’re seeking relief, doesn’t mean they’re going to get relief.  The other thing they are 37 
going to need to establish, as far as the tanks being buried below the surface, preventative measures. 38 
There’s a number of things that need to be clarified. 39 
 40 
Chairman Hertz stated is there anything that is of concern to you that can’t be met with using modern 41 
equipment? 42 
 43 
Mr. Miley stated I don’t think so, these are things, flood zones are everywhere, and these can be mitigated. 44 
 45 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, Les, from your point of view, is there anything that has to be met… 46 
 47 
Mr. Maron stated the site plan that they presented doesn’t present any legal problems other than that their 48 
proposal is not in conformance with the existing use variance that they obtained. So they need to return to 49 
the Zoning Board to modify or amend, or seek a new variance, which they’ll have to do before this Board 50 
can give a final approval of site plan. 51 
 52 
Chairman Hertz stated can act? So you’re attempting to only go back once now to the ZBA and get it all 53 
done in one final motion. Alright, so let me throw this open to this Board for final comments.  We’re seen 54 
now a multiple reconfiguration of the site. They’ve addressed a great deal of our comments. I’m not sure if 55 
they’ve addressed all of them, so I’ll open it up to Board members for thoughts and input. 56 
 57 
Mr. Bainlardi stated do you want me to start? 58 
 59 
Chairman Hertz stated John. 60 
 61 
Mr. Bainlardi stated so what I think I just heard from consultants is essentially that any of the comments 62 
that are outstanding can be addressed, they’ll work with the applicants to achieve that.  The one open item 63 
that kind of seems to me at this point is these, the turning radii on the exit and entrance, if they can find a 64 
solution that will eliminate the mountable curbs, then great.  If they can’t find a solution that will eliminate 65 
the mountable curbs, I still think you end up in a better place than where they are currently.  So I’d like to 66 
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see this improved upon. I think they can probably get there working together but if there has to be some 1 
portion of a mountable curb, I’m probably okay with that in the final analysis, if they can’t achieve 2 
[inaudible]… 3 
 4 
Chairman Hertz stated okay and I would make the comment that mountable curbs in a proper ingress/egress 5 
is far better than backing out onto, yeah, I didn’t even really hear that you did that, we’ll just pretend that 6 
didn’t happen.  In regards to, my only other comment is really, so you’ve done a great deal to address 7 
traffic circulation on the site. One of the things that I want to make sure of, and this we may have to almost 8 
on the site is to make sure that we indicate, so when a car goes to the upper parking area to deal with the 9 
food retail space, there’s a one way up that gets you there but there’s nothing to sort of remind you when 10 
you’re trying to get out, which way to go out.  So we may want to have some indication in the parking lot 11 
of a one way exit, you know, a no exit down the entrance and a direction towards the exit. So that can be 12 
accomplished any number of ways. I sort of leave that up to Staff and to the applicant to come up with a 13 
slightly better suggestion, I think the amount of signage, you have an exit sign that’s to remain, you’ve 14 
striped the ground, I think we removed a one way only sign near the restaurant or near the food retail area, I 15 
think we need something to ensure that cars kind of going back are going to exit the proper way.  So let’s 16 
give some thought as to what the best… 17 
 18 
Mr. Berté stated it could be as simple as putting a sign, it’s a high wall, put a one way sign up high on the 19 
wall. We were trying to eliminate signs but that might be one that we need to put back. 20 
 21 
Chairman Hertz stated we don’t want to put anything that’s unattractive, or whatnot, but some way finding 22 
signs that would clearly steer traffic in that direction, I think, would be useful because we don’t want to 23 
have cars coming down that road.  I think the reconfiguration of the lower handicap spot was good. I think 24 
it achieved everything we wanted to achieve there, made those functional, so I commend you on that and I 25 
think while the land bank spaces are less than, if you overlay the land bank spaces with the turning radius 26 
of the truck you may find you’re going to move the land bank spaces slightly.  So at the end of the day, I 27 
would like to make sure that whatever configuration you get into with the final turning, the final 28 
configuration of curbs including the truck turning radii superimposed, would not interfere with the land 29 
bank spaces.  So let’s just make sure if you have to slide the land bank spaces slightly to the south, you 30 
know it still works fine but let’s make sure, I don’t want to have land bank spaces that can’t be used. 31 
Should we all determine that you’re under parked, that the food retail is so wildly successful and the 32 
convenience store is so wildly successful that you’ve got cars parked, you know, low on parking space. 33 
 34 
Mr. Berté stated okay. 35 
 36 
Chairman Hertz stated that’s really the, those are my primary statements and the last thing is that with that 37 
additional, it does seem like you’re removing enough impervious surface with that extra three feet of 38 
landscape buffer area that you would more than offset, no, you’re telling me the numbers don’t… 39 
 40 
Mr. Berté stated I’m eliminating impervious here, we’re putting a landscape buffer to provide some 41 
screening from the, the space was available so instead of putting pavement, we’re putting some landscaping 42 
with some trees to block the gas station so we’ve got, we’re reducing impervious but the moment you add 43 
any, you don’t get credit for it. 44 
 45 
Chairman Hertz stated oh, you don’t get credit for what you’ve removed. 46 
 47 
Jan Johannessen stated any impervious surface will trigger DEP approval, even if there was a net reduction. 48 
 49 
Mr. Berté stated we’ve met with them on site regarding, there’s planters along this building here. We’re 50 
just taking those out to clean out. We’ve met with a representative and she made a no jurisdiction because 51 
the roof overhang is covering those things.  52 
 53 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, any other comments? So I guess we’re going to wait to, you’re going to work 54 
on these items and then you’ll be before the ZBA.  The next time we see you, you’ll hopefully have 55 
variances in hand. Anything else you need from us? 56 
 57 
Mr. Mareschi stated great job with the plans, big improvement. 58 
 59 
Mr. Berté stated thank you, that’s Dillon. 60 
 61 
Mr. Mareschi stated beautiful building as well. 62 
 63 
Mr. Berté stated thank you. 64 
 65 
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Chairman Hertz stated alright, we’ll take a moment and switch seats.  Thank you Mr. Maron. Next 1 
application is BDM Properties, 28 Britton Lane/74 South Moger Avenue, Change of Use and Site Plan. 2 
 3 

b. BDM Properties – 28 Britton Lane/74 S. Moger Avenue 4 
PB2013-7, SBL 80.24-3-1 5 
Change of Use & Site Plan 6 

 7 
Mr. Peter Gregory of Keane Coppelman Gregory was present. 8 
 9 
Chairman Hertz stated and you’ve been here before. 10 
 11 
Mr. Bonforte stated a couple of times. 12 
 13 
Chairman Hertz stated while he’s getting set up, Jan would you introduce this application. 14 
 15 
Jan Johannessen stated sure.  This is an application you’re familiar with. It includes three parcels, 28 16 
Britton Lane, 74 and 78 South Moger Avenue. It’s the home of Tommie Copper and some residential 17 
spaces, other office space and a dry cleaner.  Parcel one includes the dry cleaner and a detached barn. 18 
Parcel two includes a three story building with retail and office space on the first floor, office and 19 
residential on the second floor and residential on the third floor.  Parcel three is a three story building with 20 
retail and office on the first floor, office and residential on the second floor and office on the third floor.  21 
The proposal includes a 10 car parking lot on parcel one, between Stewart Place and the private driveway, 22 
associated stormwater improvements, lighting and landscaping. It also includes a proposed Change of Use 23 
to allow for the unauthorized conversion of residential apartments to office space on the second floor of 24 
both parcels two and three.  The Planning Board approved the project on May 12, 2015, again on August 9, 25 
2016. Both have expired and the applicant is simply reapplying to the Board for the same project, now with 26 
DEP approval in hand. 27 
 28 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you, it’s all yours. 29 
 30 
Mr. Gregory stated yeah, that basically summarizes what has taken place over that time and part of it is my 31 
fault as I did not come back into the Board to file for an extension and allowed it to lapse while we were 32 
working with the New York City DEP on the stormwater plan.  As Jan had mentioned, the DEP has 33 
reviewed the application for the new impervious surface associated with the parking area and that we are 34 
providing that stormwater practice at the intersection of Stewart and Britton Lane, in this area here. They 35 
have accepted that.  BDM is now prepared to move forward with performing this work and making these 36 
improvements and we’re now seeking that re-approval again of that Change of Use and Site Plan. 37 
 38 
Chairman Hertz stated so based on prior plans and prior approvals, can you detail any changes… 39 
 40 
Mr. Gregory stated there haven’t been any changes. Everything is remaining the same as what this Board 41 
has previously reviewed and approved. 42 
 43 
Chairman Hertz stated so you’re asking us to reaffirm the identical approval because of the time it took to 44 
work with DEP. 45 
 46 
Mr. Gregory stated that is correct. 47 
 48 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, that being the case, let me give it to Staff for comments and anything, 49 
Anthony this is primarily you. You’ve reviewed any changes… 50 
 51 
Anthony Oliveri stated yeah, we took a look at it and essentially there are some additional details I think 52 
that resulted from the DEP review, which they did approve it. I got a copy of the approval from DEP. I 53 
didn’t have any issue with the changes and I think a sheet was just added for the lighting. The photometric 54 
sheet was previously missing, it was a handout, and that was one of the conditions of the original approval 55 
to incorporate the photometrics in the signed site plan, so those look good. 56 
 57 
Chairman Hertz stated and the photometrics are compliant with the Code? 58 
 59 
Anthony Oliveri stated yeah, I didn’t see any issue with the photometrics. 60 
 61 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, alright, before we go to the Board, Peter, I know that part of this approval also 62 
memorializes some building conversion that was done without permits. What is the status of that and how 63 
do we verify and get that to its final stage? 64 
 65 
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Mr. Miley stated the original review was done by my predecessor. I have not been on site. My 1 
understanding was the Board wanted me to visit the site and confirm what’s being proposed in this current 2 
renewal. So, if the Board desires that I visit the site, I’ll be happy to accommodate them. 3 
 4 
Chairman Hertz stated yeah, I think it would. It doesn’t make sense that we approve something that you 5 
have not personally reviewed or someone on your staff has not seen because there’s a lot of time a lapse. 6 
 7 
Mr. Miley stated I believe someone on my staff has, but I have not. 8 
 9 
Chairman Hertz stated so I’ll leave that to you as to if you want to use staff records or if you want to… 10 
 11 
Mr. Diotte stated only one buildings left. The others are ready to go because I’ve had fire inspections. 12 
 13 
Chairman Hertz stated Peter that will be up to you how you want to handle that inspection.  Whitney, from 14 
a legal perspective, is there anything that we need to do with regards to this. 15 
 16 
Whitney Singleton stated well since the, as Jan pointed out, since the permit expired, we cannot simply 17 
give an extension and you need to reissue and once Peter has had an opportunity to conduct his review, the 18 
Board can draft a new resolution. 19 
 20 
Chairman Hertz stated okay and from Jan and your perspective, Whitney, is there any reason, assuming 21 
conditions remain the same at the site, that we couldn’t use the same resolution? 22 
 23 
Jan Johannessen stated as I did in the past, pending Peter’s review, I would simply put a new date on the 24 
resolution, change it if there were revision dates to the plans. I think it changes accordingly, it will be 25 
essentially the same resolution with a new date on it.  I can prepare that for the next meeting or as soon as 26 
Peter’s conducted his review and is satisfied. 27 
 28 
Chairman Hertz stated I mean New York State has adopted a new Building Code in the ensuing time, there 29 
have been some law changes, some Code changes. 30 
 31 
Mr. Miley stated with respect to fire safety, it’s my understanding that it was inspected for fire safety and 32 
I’ll confirm it, whether there’s anything outstanding.  But I think the layout on each floor was proposed 33 
office, I believe it changed to residential, I don’t want to shoot from the hip, I want to look at the site. 34 
 35 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, so members of the Board, comments? 36 
 37 
Mr. Mareschi stated no, Chairman. 38 
 39 
Mr. Bonforte stated no. 40 
 41 
Chairman Hertz stated anyone, okay.  So I would like to direct Staff to do an inspection. Peter do whatever 42 
you need to do to confirm the application and the details within those internal conversions and then pending 43 
the outcome of that, Jan I would ask you to redraft for a new approval and just take a hard look and see if in 44 
the ensuing time there have been any minor changes in our administrative procedures that would change of 45 
the small print.  Do you have any questions for us? 46 
 47 
Mr. Gregory stated no, I’d be willing to meet with both Peter and Jan to work out any bugs that may arise. 48 
 49 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, that sounds good, this is very straight forward so I don’t see any compelling 50 
reason for not to approve you again.  It certainly would have been easier on an extension and probably 51 
saved you some money.  Very good, if there’s nothing else, thank you very much. 52 
 53 
Mr. Gregory stated thank you. 54 
 55 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, next item on the agenda is 100 South Bedford LLC, Diamond Properties. 56 
While we are switching computers and getting set up, Jan would you introduce this application, this is the 57 
last of our formal applications. 58 
 59 

c. 100 South Bedford, LLC C/of Diamond Properties, LLC – 100 S. Bedford Rd 60 
PB2017-0348, 80.50-3-3 61 
Amended Site Plan 62 

 63 
Mr. Jim Diamond was present to represent the application. 64 
 65 
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Jan Johannessen stated sure, the project is 100 South Bedford Road. It’s one of three buildings in the office 1 
complex that consists of 90, 100, and 110 South Bedford Road, CareMount Medical Group and some other 2 
office practices.  The applicant has made application to the Board for amended Site Plan Approval to 3 
essentially convert 16,000 square feet of office space at 100 South Bedford Road, to medical office space.  4 
There is a site plan of record and an approved resolution from November 14, 1995, which includes a 5 
condition, condition number five, that basically prohibits medical use at 100 South Bedford Road.  The 6 
applicant has made application to eliminate condition number five and convert 16,000 square feet of office 7 
to medical office.  The applicant is also proposing to open up an existing curb cut on South Bedford, Route 8 
172, and an existing curb along the eastern property line. It’s currently gated and during the conceptual 9 
application, it was desired by the Board, Staff and the applicant to open up that up and free some 10 
congestion in the main driveway.  I’m sorry, the conversion from office to medical office results in a 11 
parking deficiency of 48 parking spaces. The applicant has made application to the ZBA for an area 12 
variance that’s pending. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you.  Jim. 15 
 16 
Mr. Diamond stated thank you, Jim Diamond, Diamond Properties and Michael Gallin, Gallin Beehler.  17 
When we were here in November, we had come in with a conceptual submission regarding this application, 18 
looking to eliminate the restriction of 110 South Bedford and medical office and asking for referral to the 19 
ZBA, seeking a 48 space variance which would enable us to convert 16,000 square feet of space from 20 
professional office, standard office to medical office.  One of the things that this Board asked for at the 21 
time, in addition of course to us filing the formal application, was for us to take some parking counts, 22 
measure the number of vacant spaces that are at the site right now, which we did do in December.  We took 23 
three different counts at 9 am, 2 pm, and 4 pm and the numbers were relatively consistent throughout those 24 
time periods, ranging from 170 vacant spaces to 189, with an average of 181 in aggregate.  The breakdown, 25 
as we talked about at the last meeting, with 29,000 square feet vacant of our building, obviously there’s 26 
empty parking spaces around our building.  So 113 of those spaces, I believe, yes, 113 of the spaces were 27 
adjacent to 100 South Bedford Road, with 92 of them on the east side of the parking lot and the balance on 28 
the west side of the parking lot, and the other 76 spaces surrounding buildings 90 and 110. What’s, one of 29 
the things that I think is interesting about the parking count is that buildings 90 and 110 are completely 30 
occupied. Our building has the 29,000 square feet of vacant space so out of 207,960 square feet at the 31 
overall site, in aggregate only 14% of the park is vacant. 35% of our building is vacant but 14% of the park 32 
is vacant.  And using 181 average vacant spaces out of 877 existing, 21% of the spaces at the park are 33 
currently vacant, so 14% of the office space, 21% of the parking spaces.  So it’s actually a very favorable 34 
ratio and indicates that the park could certainly support medical office in 16,000 square feet of the vacant 35 
space. One of the things that we, that I talked about at the last meeting, was this contradiction or illogical 36 
situation where Mount Kisco is home of one of the preeminent, non-profit medical institutions in 37 
Westchester, Northern Westchester Hospital and carries the tax burden so to speak of that but also by virtue 38 
of having that presence here makes Mount Kisco and the surrounding communities really a center of 39 
medicine and medical practices.  There’s a strange situation where the parking ratio directly across the 40 
street in Bedford for medical space and office space is no different, at 1 space per 250 [square feet] while 41 
Mount Kisco has a split parking ratio now of 1 per 250 for professional office and 1 per 150 for medical 42 
office.  So we’re really incentivizing medical practices to not locate in Mount Kisco and instead to locate in 43 
Bedford or Chappaqua.  Since our last meeting, one of the three practices for one the three groups from 44 
CareMount that we were hoping to locate within 100 South Bedford, in fact did move forward with a lease 45 
for space in Bedford.  One of the other things I talked about at the last meeting as well, is that I think from 46 
a practical perspective, at this point in time, there’s really no difference between the parking demand for 47 
medical space and for office space. There may have been at one point but over the last decade, I think 48 
medical uses have expanded where there’s more equipment, there’s more buffer around equipment, just the 49 
basic amount of space that’s needed for medical practice has expanded. And on the flip side, office 50 
densities have increased, cubicle sizes have gotten smaller, offices have gotten smaller. So I think medical 51 
has expanded, office has shrunk, I don’t think there’s any difference. As evidence of that, our building in 52 
Mount Kisco, 666 Lexington Avenue, which is almost entirely medical and retail, where Mrs. Green’s 53 
supermarket is, has only one parking space per 300 square feet of building area and that building functions 54 
perfectly well.  The parking lot is on the tight side. It’s mostly occupied. There’s no complaints and there’s 55 
always available parking spaces.  90, 100, and 110, in aggregate, have one parking spot per 237 square feet 56 
of space for the park, again compared to 666 Lexington which is 1 per 300  [square feet].  We also, at the 57 
last meeting, talked about the fact that we have the 34 land banked spaces, which conceivably could be 58 
constructed along the entryway to the property but which we don’t believe are required and the property 59 
would be better off without, but if those spaces are always there, there’s a potential safety valve to the 60 
extent required.  At the last meeting, the Board asked us to look into the closed off right hand turn, the 61 
closed off curb cut at the northeast corner of the property which is, there’s a curb cut there. The only thing 62 
that’s keep it from being operation is simply a fence that’s closed but all the site improvements are there.  I 63 
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went back to the original site plan resolutions from when the Planning Board approved at what was at that 1 
time Mount Kisco Medical Group and determined that that was closed at the time because of a request from 2 
the Planning Board and it predated the planned installation of a traffic light at the main entryway of 3 
buildings 90, 100, and 110.  I believe the intent at the time, it was also at the same time that the subdivision 4 
application for the Toll Brothers site was under review.  So I think the logic at that time was that with 5 
subdivision development under review it made sense to pull any 90, 100, 110 traffic away from that corner. 6 
There was a belief that with the traffic light, it simply wouldn’t be required.  But I think there’s logic in, at 7 
this point, opening up that exit for right hand turns only out of the site, which would take some of the 8 
pressure off of the main entry ay where the traffic light is and I don’t believe there’s any negatives that go 9 
along with that. So those are really the two requests here with this application, we are on the agenda for 10 
next Tuesday with the ZBA, to present the application to them as well. 11 
 12 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you.  Okay, so the parking counts that you did, I just want to dig into them a 13 
little bit deeper, many of us as you know, probably on this Board and in Town use the Medical Group. 14 
Unfortunately some of us are there a little bit too often.  And the experience of going into 90 or 110, you 15 
know particularly 90, is I’ve been having to use the valet parking there because they are close to the 16 
building circulation, there doesn’t seem to be parking and now they’ve moved valet on the 90 building as 17 
well because they’re experiencing pressure there.  As part of the application, right now in the area to the 18 
north and west of 100 that little corner lot is, has signage that really suggests only parking for that building 19 
so it’s currently, not quite preventing, but its suppressing people from parking that might be using 90 or 20 
110.  As part of this application, are you proposing to change any of the signage with regards to that, is this 21 
going to become a more open, can you talk about that? 22 
 23 
Mr. Diamond stated I think as part of this application, it would only make sense to remove that signage, 24 
that was, as I mentioned at the last meeting, we had an agreement with Mount Kisco Medical Group or with 25 
CareMount that we would reserve, could reserve one space per 100 square feet of building area within our 26 
building for office tenants, so that the spaces would be there for the employees who are there 9-5, versus 27 
people coming and going for appointments.  But with medical space within our building and people coming 28 
and going for medical appointments in our building as well, it wouldn’t make sense for there to be any 29 
reserved spaces for building 100. There would be no way to differentiate building 100, there would be no 30 
way to differentiate at that point. 31 
 32 
Chairman Hertz stated do you imagine the need for valet in that area or adjacent to 100? 33 
 34 
Mr. Diamond stated I do not, I don’t think we’ll have a need for valet in that area. 35 
 36 
Chairman Hertz stated I know everyone has some strong opinions on this, let me open it up first to Board 37 
members as to thoughts, either to parking or to the access or really the exit lane. 38 
 39 
Mr. Bonforte stated I’ll go ahead and address the exit lane, it’s the easterly corner, nearer to the Chase 40 
subdivision.  I’m fully in support of opening that up, I don’t see any reason why not, I don’t think it creates 41 
any undue congestion for the Chase community.  Again, being someone who lives in Town and frequents 42 
the area, not just the medical group but you know further towards Bedford in that area and Chase itself, the 43 
subdivision.  So I would just like to state I’m in favor of that proposal. 44 
 45 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’m in agreement to opening the northeast exit for right turns only. It was designed 46 
maybe early on 20-25 years and the only question I have, perhaps for Anthony, take a close look at it and 47 
make sure it meets all the standards of DOT and any kind of new design plans that have been put into play 48 
for that type of exit from the property. 49 
 50 
Chairman Hertz stated and I would just add that because it hasn’t been used in so long just make sure that 51 
with plantings and everything else, sight lines are appropriate. If we are going to use that, nothing has to be 52 
done… 53 
 54 
Jan Johannessen stated I think there’s equipment being stored there presently, that probably should be 55 
removed, a makeshift contractors’ equipment area and the gate should be removed. 56 
 57 
Chairman Hertz stated but shy of that, there’s nothing that would prevent it from functioning properly 58 
without reconstruction, we’ve taken a hard look at that or just a conceptual look? 59 
 60 
Jan Johannessen stated I haven’t. 61 
 62 
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Chairman Hertz stated alright, so we should probably take a hard look at that.  But from my point of view, I 1 
agree, I’ve looked at the distance between where that ends and where the light is. I can’t see any negatives 2 
associated with opening that up and certainly with or without your additional parking, it makes sense to 3 
make the site more functional.  So I’m certainly in favor of that.  Any other comments, let’s talk 4 
specifically about the exit from Staff, Board members? 5 
 6 
Anthony Oliveri stated Mr. Chairman, I think may be just some signage, a stop bar at the exit, the sight 7 
distances look pretty well open, you know once you pull up far enough. I’m actually looking at an aerial 8 
view now. Like you said, the distance to the Chase drive, Stratford Drive, is at least five or six hundred 9 
feet, so I really don’t see any issue with it.  You can’t see it on here, but if you’re traveling west, we were 10 
talking about doing maybe a no left sign, but if you’re traveling west, there’s actually a left hand turn lane 11 
that’s going east into the development on the other side of the road, it doesn’t really present itself as a turn 12 
to cars going west. I’m not sure a no left turn sign is needed there or not but they should just look at some 13 
signage there. 14 
 15 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you Anthony.  Now, let’s address the bigger question which is parking and 16 
whether the site can handle it too.  The applicant has presented some empirical numbers that suggest there 17 
is adequate parking at the site, I’ll open it up for discussion amongst the Board. 18 
 19 
Mr. Bainlardi stated want me to start? 20 
 21 
Chairman Hertz stated sure. 22 
 23 
Mr. Bainlardi stated my recollection from the last meeting was one of the things we talked about was 24 
potentially some of the uses that are in 90 and/or 110, would be moving over to 100, is that still a 25 
possibility? 26 
 27 
Mr. Diamond stated yes. 28 
 29 
Mr. Bainlardi stated so some of the folks who might otherwise be looking to visit the 90 building will not 30 
visit the 100 building. 31 
 32 
Mr. Diamond stated correct. 33 
 34 
Mr. Bainlardi stated so people are always looking to pretty much find the path of least resistance and have 35 
to walk as little as possible, myself included.  It’s typically that someone will look for the closest spot that’s 36 
closest to the building they’re going to be going to.  So if, which is why none of the parking in the upper 37 
left hand corner on that site is being utilized because everyone is mulling around trying to park over here.  38 
So any uses that are going to be moved over to 110 or going to be new uses in 110, people are logically 39 
going to try to park, I think in that parking lot and they’ll find that naturally because that’s the closest 40 
parking and knowing the craziness that at times, goes on in the other parking lot, people will also like to 41 
avoid that.  I think intuitively, my feeling about this is that people will find a place to park that works the 42 
best. There’s parking that’s adequate that’s next to this building that’s underutilized, it will become utilized 43 
and I think it will be alleviate what’s going on some of the other sites.  If someone has to go and parking in 44 
a further location to be on time for their appointment, if their preference is to continue to circle until they 45 
find a spot, that’s their preference too.  People are going to do what they’re going to do but I don’t think 46 
that the site is going to perform in a bad way because people make the decisions that they make.  So I think 47 
at the end of the day, I have no issue with providing for the opportunity to have medical space in the 110 48 
building and I think these numbers here, while you know we don’t know exactly where the vacant parking 49 
spaces are, there are quite a few of them, you know at these various times. My assumption is they’re all up 50 
in that left hand corner and if that’s the building that we’re putting people with the new medical space, 51 
that’s where they’re going to park.  I’m oaky with what ‘were talking about, what’s being requested here. 52 
 53 
Chairman Hertz stated you had mentioned something when you were discussing the parking counts, did 54 
your parking counts sort of analyze where the vacancies were on the site. 55 
 56 
Mr. Diamond stated I did, so when we counted the spaces, we broke it down in the four quadrants, the top 57 
left on the photograph there, 92 vacant spaces.  The top right, 21 vacant spaces. the bottom left, 39 and the 58 
bottom right, 37. 59 
 60 
Chairman Hertz stated I have never been at that site where there were 37 spaces adjacent to 110… or 90 but 61 
okay. 62 
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 1 
Mr. Polese stated you know I could see it possible, it seems like they’re doing remodeling in 90 and to your 2 
point about creating that buffer, ophthalmology just had a lot more space and a lot fewer bodies in it as 3 
opposed to where it was before in 110, so I think timing is everything, if this is a recent study… 4 
 5 
Mr. Diamond stated it was in December, like December 10th or something like that. 6 
 7 
Mr. Mareschi stated I was there in December. There was hardly any parking at all, in December. 8 
 9 
Chairman Hertz stated other members? 10 
 11 
Mr. Vigliotti stated the concern that I have now is if we’re, go from 90, if you are using the services of the 12 
medical group, there are times when you’re moving from building 90 to 110 and back to 90 if you need to 13 
have some blood work done. Now there will be movement going to 100. The concern I have is pedestrian, I 14 
don’t want to say patient walkways, I want to be certain that the patients can get from 90 and 110 to 100 15 
safely, because we do have a circle which cars travel around.  I just want to emphasize and have Anthony 16 
take a look at it the traffic movement and the pedestrian/patient movement from 90 and 110 getting now to 17 
the medical group using 16,000 square feet in 100.  Just want to make sure that it’s safe for patients. It’s 18 
taken a number of years for 90 and 110 to become safer for patients to move between buildings and that’s 19 
kind of evolved.  I just want to make sure we have something in place, rather than waiting for it to evolve 20 
two or three years down the road, so I want to take a closer look at that.  Thank you. 21 
 22 
Ms. Pickard stated can you confirm the date that those parking counts were taken? 23 
 24 
Mr. Diamond stated I can but not tonight though. I’m surprised that we don’t have it on here. 25 
 26 
Ms. Pickard stated because the 10th was a Sunday. 27 
 28 
Jan Johannessen stated I asked you for two different times and I asked you for an afternoon count. 29 
 30 
Mr. Diamond stated we have done the 9 am and 2 pm counts on one day and then a couple of days later, 31 
Jan had asked for a 4 pm count as well.  So we went back out and did the 4 pm, so the counts were done on 32 
two different days. 33 
 34 
Mr. Mareschi stated was that at the end of December or the beginning? 35 
 36 
Mr. Diamond stated it was further, I emailed it to you… 37 
 38 
Jan Johannessen stated we talked about the dates and it was a couple weeks before the holidays, the 15th or 39 
13th, something like that. 40 
 41 
Mr. Diamond stated we will get it.  So at least half, almost exactly half the vacant spaces are in that top left 42 
quadrant and another 20 are in the top right, so whatever that equals, 65% or something, are next to our 43 
building and in terms of the balance of the spaces, even when a lot seems like its full, there is always turn 44 
over, people coming and going, otherwise no one would ever be able to park, if any lot was literally 100% 45 
full.  There are 900 spaces there, 877, 911 includes the 34 banked spaces.  There’s a lot of spaces and those 46 
are long drive aisles and even if it’s a couple spaces per section between landscaped islands, it certainly 47 
adds up in a lot that size. 48 
 49 
Mr. Gallin stated the 9 and 2 o’clock parking counts were done shortly before the 13th when we met with 50 
Jan and the 4 pm was done on the 14th of December. 51 
 52 
Ms. Pickard stated thank you. 53 
 54 
Mr. Bonforte stated I had a question, you mentioned there were three potential either departments or groups 55 
in the medical, the existing 90 and 110, that one of those three moved to Bedford, is that across the street or 56 
somewhere else?  Meaning farther away. 57 
 58 
Mr. Diamond stated no, directly across the street, into the… 59 
 60 
Mr. Bonforte stated I just want to re-comment and I’ll do it quickly by saying in the prior meeting that you 61 
came before us, I was in favor of approving the 48 space deficiency for reasons that are much bigger than 62 
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everything else going on here, meaning the fact that CareMount is a premier tenant, also at the same time 1 
I’d hate to see another group out of the remaining two, not move to 100 to preserve the position we have 2 
with CareMount at all costs and in any manner.  So I’m fully in support of that particular item. 3 
 4 
Mr. Diamond stated thank you.  I think it definitely makes sense in terms of keeping CareMount within an 5 
overall campus, they already occupy more than 50% of the space in that campus and as I mentioned at the 6 
last meeting their employees and some of their patients already use our building.  There’s already a lot of 7 
back and forth traffic because our building is the only building in the park that has a café, so many of the 8 
doctors and nurses and administrative staff at CareMount are in and out of our building all day long for 9 
breakfast, for lunch, for coffee, whatever and patients have discovered it as well, even though we don’t 10 
advertise it but its just a logical place to go, so. 11 
 12 
Chairman Hertz stated let me ask you, so I think you know we’re all supportive conceptually of your 13 
application and wanting to keep CareMount within Mount Kisco.  I really think it’s a just a question of do 14 
we individually feel that the site will function and maintain the function safely and I think that’s what it 15 
comes down to.  So can you give any thoughts, or do you have thoughts to any additional signage or 16 
striping or anything that will help people getting to the essentially northbound 172 exit. How we’re going 17 
to tell people about that if we do open up that new exit.  What traffic is going to look like?  Are you going 18 
to have to people go on the end aisle or the mid-aisle or are you going to sort of leave it as you know, 19 
unstriped and undefined? 20 
 21 
Mr. Diamond stated I think we can take a closer look at that and look at it in conjunction with your 22 
engineers and Planner to see what needs to be done.  It may be as simple as opening the gate. It had been 23 
open 20 years ago, it was closed, I’m not sure that we need any more definition around than the drive aisle 24 
that’s already there, that being said we honestly haven’t looked at it closely enough, so I think we should do 25 
that and then report back to the Board next time we’re here. 26 
 27 
Chairman Hertz stated other thoughts and comments? 28 
 29 
Mr. Bainlardi stated my only just on that particular issue is people will find it. If it will get them out of that 30 
parking lot quicker, they will find it. 31 
 32 
Mr. Bonforte stated it will become known, I agree with you, just from the outside looking in, so as you 33 
drive by. 34 
 35 
Mr. Bainlardi stated certainly the employees, they’re going to know it’s there. Everyone who is working 36 
there, people who are going there as often as they say that they’re going there, will find it as well.  Not that 37 
there shouldn’t be a sign here or there but you know people will find that slip out lane. It’s not different 38 
then a lot of times you see in shopping centers, they’re always looking to find places to have a little slip out 39 
lane to help alleviate everyone coming back out down the center.  Even though you have dedicated right 40 
hand turn lane in the center drive aisle, if people are backed up so they can’t get to that turn lane, they’ll 41 
find that lane, if they want to go eastbound. 42 
 43 
Chairman Hertz stated okay… 44 
 45 
Whitney Singleton stated just one point of clarification, since you didn’t call on me Chairman. 46 
 47 
Chairman Hertz stated I’m sorry. 48 
 49 
Whitney Singleton stated we’re talking about a site which is comprised of three separate owners, we’re 50 
talking about site improvements and modifications on property which Mr. Diamond does not own.  This 51 
application will require the consent of all three property owners. 52 
 53 
Mr. Diamond stated and we did get that consent, we submitted it… 54 
 55 
Whitney Singleton stated its not in my package. 56 
 57 
Mr. Diamond stated I think we submitted it to either the Village Manager and Building Inspector but I can 58 
confirm… 59 
 60 
Mr. Bonforte stated was that the two page, sort of large type… 61 
 62 
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Mr. Diamond stated it was just a one page letter. 1 
 2 
Mr. Bonforte stated yes, I think it is in there, I recall seeing it. 3 
 4 
Chairman Hertz stated okay.  Are there any…?  One of the things that’s, because of this, it’s one site plan 5 
with multiple owners, one of the things that’s been brought to our attention is that new lighting has been 6 
put up at 90 and 110 that is probably substantially nonconforming to Village Code. So assuming that this 7 
moves to the next step, we want to make sure as part of this change in site plan that we get that remediated 8 
and brought back.  So, I know that’s, you’re going to be the messenger on that, but that will need to 9 
happen.  Are there any other issues with the site that we wanted to bring up that anyone had or anyone is 10 
aware of? 11 
 12 
Mr. Mareschi stated no, Chairman. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated okay, so the lighting was really the only issue that someone had mentioned.  So 15 
what’s everyone’s will?  Should we, are we inclined to move this towards a resolution? 16 
 17 
Whitney Singleton stated you have to circulate your notice of intent to be lead agency before you do that.  18 
You’re not lead agency. 19 
 20 
Jan Johannessen stated I don’t know that our application is subject to SEQRA. 21 
 22 
Chairman Hertz stated why are not lead agency on this? 23 
 24 
Whitney Singleton stated the Zoning Board is an involved agency. 25 
 26 
Jan Johannessen stated but they might be the only involved agency.  I’m not sure that opening, the only site 27 
plan modification is the entry, I’m not sure that it is an unlisted action. 28 
 29 
Chairman Hertz stated from a process perspective, what’s our procedure? 30 
 31 
Jan Johannessen stated I hadn’t thought that the application was subject to SEQRA, so I’ll have to talk to 32 
Whitney about that. 33 
 34 
Whitney Singleton stated the Zoning application certainly is. 35 
 36 
Jan Johannessen stated the Zoning application but I don’t think this Board can take action until the ZBA 37 
issues the variance.  I thought that the applicant may have requested a recommendation from the Planning 38 
Board to the ZBA in support of the application.  I think if we do anything tonight that would your action 39 
and in following the issuance of the variance, if it is granted then we can take action on the site plan if it is 40 
subject to SEQRA, have the applicant submit a short form EAF. 41 
 42 
Chairman Hertz stated okay. 43 
 44 
Jan Johannessen stated I don’t see as subject to SEQRA but I’ll consult with Whitney on that. 45 
 46 
Chairman Hertz stated so I don’t, if we are going to approve this, I don’t want to hold them up for an extra 47 
meeting that would be unnecessary.  So it sounds like what we want to do is have a vote of the Board with 48 
regards to support for their Zoning variance and assuming that they receive that variance from the ZBA and 49 
have a resolution that we can approve, unless there’s… 50 
 51 
Jan Johannessen stated there might be some modifications that were discussed tonight on the site plan 52 
relative to signage or pedestrian movements, lighting, those type of things, that can certainly take place 53 
between now and the next time the applicant is before the Planning Board. 54 
 55 
Chairman Hertz stated if we are going to approve it, I’d like to do this expeditiously. There’s no reason to 56 
hold them up.  So first things first… 57 
 58 
Mr. Bainlardi stated Chairman, I just have a question, I wasn’t clear but I think Jan said we can’t act until 59 
ZBA… 60 
 61 
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Jan Johannessen stated I was thinking the progression would be the Board made a recommendation to the 1 
ZBA regarding the variance application, the applicant would potentially obtain the variance, come back to 2 
the Planning Board, at which time you entertain a resolution. 3 
 4 
Mr. Bainlardi stated could we act subject to the applicant receiving or obtaining the variance and wouldn’t 5 
our approval be implicit or explicit to the ZBA… 6 
 7 
Jan Johannessen stated I don’t think your, you don’t have a resolution to act on tonight, I think that they’re 8 
before the ZBA this month, so I’m not sure that they would have resolution in hand. But we could certainly 9 
seek to put it on your next agenda. I think the next Planning Board meeting is after the ZBA, correct. 10 
 11 
Mr. Diamond stated correct, we’re on the ZBA agenda for next Tuesday and there is a Planning Board 12 
meeting the Tuesday after that. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated so it sounds to me like our first action is going to be a motion to support this 15 
application before the ZBA, would you concur?  If that’s the case, would someone on the Board like to 16 
make a motion supporting the applicant’s application for a 48 space variance and that is the entirety of the 17 
variance.  Would a Board member…? 18 
 19 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I’ll make that motion, for a recommendation to the ZBA for 100 South Bedford 20 
Road, supporting the variance request for 48 parking spaces. 21 
 22 
Mr. Bonforte seconded the motion. 23 
 24 
Chairman Hertz stated on the question, are there any questions from Board members regarding this matter? 25 
 26 
Mr. Miley stated Chairman, can I interject? 27 
 28 
Chairman Hertz stated yes. 29 
 30 
Mr. Miley stated I do have a letter from a Will Robertson, is that the person who wrote it Jim? 31 
 32 
Mr. Diamond stated sounds familiar, yes. 33 
 34 
Mr. Miley stated the owner of 90 and 110, it wasn’t sent to the Board but I just forwarded it to Whitney and 35 
Jan, an email with the letter attached, just before you decide [inaudible] I figured that would be important 36 
information. 37 
 38 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you.  So on the question, any discussion regarding this motion, if not, 39 
Michelle would poll the Board. 40 
 41 

UPON ROLL CALL VOTE: 42 
 43 
Mr. Bainlardi  - aye 44 
Mr. Bonforte  - aye 45 
Mr. Vigliotti  - aye 46 
Mr. Mareschi  - aye 47 
Mr. Polese  - aye 48 
Ms. Pickard  - aye 49 
Chairman Hertz - aye 50 
 51 
The motion carried by a vote of 7 to 0. 52 
 53 
Chairman Hertz stated so we’ll draft a letter of support to the ZBA. You’ll be seeing the ZBA in a week.  In 54 
the meantime, assuming you get a positive response from the ZBA, I would like to direct Staff to first 55 
confer with counsel whether or not this is subject to SEQRA and to clarify what the proper actions would 56 
be to get an approval.  Once that’s done, to draft a resolution of approval, obviously pending Zoning Board 57 
action. 58 
 59 
Mr. Bainlardi stated a question on that, we believe that or we’re not certain but Jan has stated that he 60 
believes it’s not subject to SEQRA, Whitney believes it may be.  Is there anything that we do now to save 61 
time in the even that it’s the latter and not the former? 62 
 63 
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Jan Johannessen stated I think that the worst case scenario, we know that the Zoning Board application is 1 
subject to SEQRA, the applicant is going to, I would think submit an EAF, the Zoning Board could make a 2 
SEQRA determination when it grants its variance.  If for some reason the Planning Board action is subject 3 
to SEQRA, we would do the same thing, just do an uncoordinated review and each Board will make a 4 
SEQRA determination. 5 
 6 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and there will be no lead agency… 7 
 8 
Jan Johannessen stated no, that’s it.  Worst case scenario it’s an unlisted action, uncoordinated review. 9 
 10 
Chairman Hertz stated very good.  So, alright, I think we have our marching orders, good luck. 11 
 12 
Mr. Diamond stated thank you. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated in the meantime you’ll also meet with, or once you your get your variances I 15 
suppose you’ll meet with staff regarding looking at the circulation and looking at the fine details, what 16 
signage is going to be removed and get that all nailed down. 17 
 18 
Mr. Diamond stated yes. 19 
 20 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you very much.  Okay, conceptual application UE AP, 195 North Bedford 21 
Road, LLC. This is the former Applebee’s site. Brad, would you like to do the introductions or shall we…? 22 
 23 

d. UE AP 195 N. Bedford Road, LLC – 195 North Bedford Road 24 
PB2017-0343, SBL 69.58-2-1 25 
Amended Site Plan 26 

 27 
Mr. Brad Schwartz of Zarin & Steinmetz, Mr. Alan Pilch of ALP Engineering and Evans Associates, and 28 
Mr. Michael Stone, Urban Edge and Mr. John Harder of , were present. 29 
 30 
Mr. Schwartz stated I’m happy to do that Mr. Chairman, thank you.  And I’ll do so while Alan is setting up.  31 
For the record, Brad Schwartz from Zarin and Steinmetz, representing Urban Edge properties.  I am joined 32 
tonight by Alan Pilch, project engineer, Michael Stone from Urban Edge, and John Harder, the project’s 33 
traffic and planning consultant.  The whole team is before you tonight.  So as you mentioned Mr. 34 
Chairman, this is the repurposing of the former Applebee’s site, that is the application before you.  The 35 
proposal is to repurpose the building with three tenants, two of which will be restaurants, occupying the 36 
same number of seats or fewer than the former Applebee’s restaurant and the third tenant will be a dry 37 
retail tenant in the back of the building, occupying 1,174 square feet, which the current trash enclosure is 38 
located. 39 
 40 
Mr. Bonforte stated did you describe that as a dry retail tenant?  What was the work before retail? 41 
 42 
Mr. Schwartz stated dry, as opposed to restaurant.  So two restaurant tenants and a retail tenant. 43 
 44 
Mr. Bonforte stated thank you. 45 
 46 
Mr. Schwartz stated you’ll recall we were back before your Board last summer, seeking informal input on 47 
the proposed Starbucks that required a zoning text change, we explored it, obviously we are here tonight 48 
not pursuing that application any further, Urban Edge has done away with that, seeking what we believe is 49 
a more straight forward application in the hopes of obtaining approvals quicker, tenanting the space quicker 50 
and returning the building to use as soon as possible.  So I’ll have Alan present the base plan that we 51 
submitted, the concept plan, and we certainly want to address some of the comments we heard during the 52 
work session. 53 
 54 
Mr. Pilch stated good evening, Alan Pilch, ALP Engineering and Evans Associates. As Brad said the 55 
project is to repurpose the former Applebee’s restaurant, located obviously at the southeast corner of the 56 
property. This is North Bedford Road here and Preston Way there.  So it’s to repurpose the Applebee’s 57 
restaurant, which covers 5,411 square feet, into two restaurants, fast rood, restaurant retail spaces, in 58 
addition the project, sort show this, would enlarge the existing Applebee’s, former Applebee’s there and 59 
would actually add on to it for what we call Retail C, by extending it by approximately 23.5 feet. The 60 
building enlargement, as Brad noted would cover 1,174 square feet. It would be occupied by either, as 61 
shown on this plan, would be called a dry good retail building, or potentially a restaurant, not fast food, 62 
retail space.  The building enlargement itself, and I’ll try to zoom in a little bit, you probably are familiar 63 
with this, would actually be located over what is currently an existing impervious surface, it is the dumpster 64 
area for the existing space. So it consists right now of a brick face masonry wall and concrete pad and that 65 
would be repurposed and [inaudible] the enlargement to be a new space, so called Retail C.  So the project 66 
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in all would consist the expansion of the existing building by 1,174 square feet, the relocation of an existing 1 
electrical transformer, which is unfortunately on the west side of the building, to somewhere to the rear of 2 
the building. Right now we’re showing it there but it’s certainly subject to discussion.  But what that does is 3 
it frees up the potential for another parking space here and actually a couple of parking spaces here in front 4 
of the building.  The project does involve the removal of the existing brick masonry wall, brick face 5 
masonry wall which surrounds the existing dumpster area that serves this building.  The new dumpster area 6 
would be located to the rear of Retail A and it’s shown here. Retail A, and would be designed in 7 
accordance with your regulations, that is we will have an exterior skin that makes it look similar the new 8 
Retail C building, so it will blend in architecturally with the façade of Retail C and likely Retails A and B, 9 
as well.  The project involves, right now the curbing ends here, so it involves a new walkway to extend to 10 
the north drive aisle and new entry walkways to Retail A, B, and C, ending up, of course where the doors 11 
would be on these buildings right now. This is how we’re showing them.  A new walkway would also be 12 
constructed to the rear of Retail B and C buildings to provide access to the new dumpster and the new 13 
dumpster would have access through the drive aisle which is located here.  So it would actually have very 14 
good access for vehicular usage to access the dumpsters that are placed in there.  I’ll just say the project 15 
does not involve any disturbance of wetland or wetland buffers, nor does it involve any disturbance of 16 
slopes, this is essentially a fairly level area.  The construction, as you can see here, would require removal 17 
of some trees. The total we’re showing on here is 16 trees, that maybe subject to where we actually place in 18 
front of the building especially, as you walk the new walkways into the building but along the north face of 19 
the current dumpster area and to the rear of the building they would be removed just to facilitate the 20 
construction of Retail C. And actually these trees are planted very close to the walls of these buildings, 21 
within a few feet, its actually an unusual situation to plant a tree that close to a building.  And let me just 22 
show, we also provided a table with conformance for lot and bulk regulations and as you know we did, as 23 
per the 2003 approval, this property included a five acre property to the north, which was part of the 24 
compliance if you will for the entire property and that’s why in this table it shows 21.22 acres because its 25 
comprised of the 16 acre property of where the site is located and the five acre property to the north and at 26 
that time, under the 2003 approval there were 806 parking spaces were required and [inaudible] were 27 
provided and what we’re showing this table is that for 1,174 square foot dry good retail store, based on 1 28 
space per 150 square feet, requires a total of 8 space.  We’re looking at the existing restaurant, Retail A and 29 
Retail B, would have the same parking requirement not to exceed what was there presently with the 30 
Applebee’s, that’s why we’re showing 8 additional parking spaces being required for now a total of 814 31 
spaces would be required under the new configuration of the property. 32 
 33 
Mr. Schwartz stated now there are 820… 34 
 35 
Mr. Pilch stated there are actually 822 park spaces there, the reason there are 822 parking spaces is… 36 
 37 
Mr. Mareschi stated how many parking spaces? 38 
 39 
Mr. Pilch stated 822 on the property but with the elimination of the electrical transformer, that adds one and 40 
this additional space here which is presently in front of the existing dumpster area, that would actually have 41 
two move spaces, so it would actually create 822 spaces total.  I’ll just show you what the dumpster area 42 
looks like, so you can see it.  Actually, this is the demolition plan. I do have a copy of the survey as well 43 
but I think you can kind of see it here, the demolition plan we submitted that the existing curb line, the 44 
existing transformer to be removed and there is this drive aisle which provided access for a vehicle to the 45 
dumpster area to the north and that’s actually the wall surrounding the property that will be removed for the 46 
construction of Retail building C. 47 
 48 
Mr. Mareschi stated do we know what kind of restaurants are coming? 49 
 50 
Mr. Schwartz stated not yet. 51 
 52 
Mr. Vigliotti stated Applebee’s at some point had a pick-up area for food, are you anticipating something 53 
along that line?  A pick-up area? 54 
 55 
Mr. Stone stated Michael Stone, Urban Edge Properties, the owner of the parcel.  We don’t know that 56 
particular, it depends on the user, some of them have these quick pick-up 10 minute parking spots to be 57 
able to take deliveries at their car but I can’t tell you standing here, every tenant has different needs. 58 
 59 
Mr. Vigliotti stated that is something that we would have to consider and take a look at it, whether the 60 
travel lane will accept that and the safety of that aspect and whether or not that use fits in line with our 61 
Code. 62 
 63 
Mr. Mareschi stated Applebee’s had three spots for that. 64 
 65 
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Mr. Stone stated most of them are just parking spaces that they can use temporarily for having food 1 
delivered the car window, I believe. 2 
 3 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’ll have to have Staff take a look at that. 4 
 5 
Mr. Stone stated when we know the user and if they want that type of use, we’ll obviously talk to the 6 
Planning Board. 7 
 8 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I guess the question is that something we should consider in this Planning process or 9 
not and I think we should. 10 
 11 
Jan Johannessen stated I think you should consider for the potential of it. 12 
 13 
Mr. Vigliotti stated yes, yes, the potential. 14 
 15 
Jan Johannessen stated I think you should consider the potential of that happening, you’re not going to 16 
know per se the [inaudible] but you should anticipate that any restaurant or food retail establishment like 17 
that may have window pick-up. 18 
 19 
Chairman Hertz stated Alan, let me ask you a question, so the former restaurant had a very large dumpster 20 
area to support the amount of, I’m assuming it was proportional to what they needed, they didn’t build 21 
more than what they needed. The new proposal has a much smaller dumpster enclosure area, is that going 22 
to be adequate to service two restaurant or food retail establishments? 23 
 24 
Mr. Pilch stated that’s my understanding in speaking with Urban Edge, that that is adequate for these uses, 25 
for the interior space.  It is a very large space that’s there right now, it was not going to be multiple 26 
dumpsters, I think that space is certainly sufficient. 27 
 28 
Chairman Hertz stated okay. 29 
 30 
Mr. Polese stated what’s the likely path of Retail A getting to the proposed dumpster area? 31 
 32 
Mr. Pilch stated out the door here, down this walkway, to here, to the front, right inside because of the 33 
expansion but there is a walkway here. There is presently an existing concrete pad here at this location, so 34 
you come out the door here, come out here, there’s a walkway here, a secondary over there, and that’s the 35 
entrance right into the, see the gates and the dumpster area there, so that’s how you would do it.  The 36 
vehicular access backs up right into it. 37 
 38 
Jan Johannessen stated Brad, are you committing to restaurant for these uses as opposed to food retail? 39 
 40 
Mr. Schwartz stated so having heard the discussion during the work session, I think it makes sense to do 41 
that.  And we can talk further about that before we apply for the formal application but my thinking is that 42 
restaurant is the most restrictive parking use. So if we seek approvals for the most restrictive parking use, 43 
that provides greater flexibility during the tenanting process, so if there’s another restaurant use that 44 
ultimately signs a lease, we’re good. If it’s a food retail or if it’s retail, then we’ll have to address whether a 45 
Change of Use permit is required because you’re not going to the more restrictive parking requirement, the 46 
area Change of Use permit should not be required.  So we can go through just an administrative process 47 
with staff. Jan, to answer your question, I think when we come back for formal, yes, we will be asking for 48 
the use classification as restaurant to again, ease the process of maximum flexibility during the tenanting. 49 
And frankly, the 1174 square feet that’s retail, there is a possibility that when we come back at formal, that 50 
that space will classify as restaurant, again just to provide the most flexibility going forward.  The 51 
difference there is as Alan mentioned, the retail space based on the current parking formulas requires 8 new 52 
spaces, if we don’t classify that 1174 square feet as retail but instead classify it as restaurant, the parking 53 
requirement jumps from 8 to 16 but because we already have more spaces striped than are being utilized 54 
the current spaces that exist would satisfy that new demand if the entire space was classified as restaurant.  55 
The bottom line is we don’t have to stripe anymore spaces to even meet the restaurant use. 56 
 57 
Mr. Bonforte stated okay, if I could just shift attention to the 20 foot front yard buffer, are there any 58 
changes proposed there? Let me just comment, right now I think and this came up a little bit in the work 59 
session, I think it’s well landscaped and you’re taking away some of that, so I think Ralph you were going 60 
to address that but I’ll just ask you to address the 20 foot front yard buffer, if there are any changes or what 61 
do we see there with those parking spaces that have half shading, I mean is it currently like that? 62 
 63 
Mr. Pilch stated yes, it’s exactly like that at the present time that is correct. 64 
 65 
Mr. Bonforte stated okay, so then no real changes to that buffer. 66 
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 1 
Mr. Pilch stated no, there’s not changes, actually within the buffer there are trees that you see on this plan 2 
being removed, are actually outside of the buffer and in very close proximity to the building, we can 3 
certainly supplement that landscaping as part of the formal application. 4 
 5 
Mr. Bonforte stated you mentioned 16 trees, I believe earlier… 6 
 7 
Mr. Pilch stated a total of 16 trees. 8 
 9 
Mr. Bonforte stated and most of those were located where Retail C will be located, I’m just getting an idea, 10 
give me a better, where all the X’s are, those are it. 11 
 12 
Mr. Pilch stated where the X’s are located, it actually did get to where a tree would be removed.  Some of 13 
these are for physical construction… 14 
 15 
Chairman Hertz stated I’m reading into the key. 16 
 17 
Mr. Bonforte stated there’s more than just trees, there was other shrubbery, it was sort of graduated.  It was 18 
very nice and it was obscuring that corner where the dumpster is going. 19 
 20 
Mr. Schwartz stated we will submit a landscape plan during the formal application that meets, if not 21 
exceeds, the current landscaping that’s out there now for site studies. 22 
 23 
Mr. Vigliotti stated so of the 16 trees that you’re removing, I see a lot of shrubbery that’s going to replace 24 
that number of trees.  How many trees will you be reestablishing? 25 
 26 
Mr. Schwartz stated we haven’t designed that landscape plan, Mr. Vigliotti, but we will prepare a landscape 27 
plan. 28 
 29 
Mr. Vigliotti stated as Mr. Bonforte was saying, the landscaping which is now the back of the building 30 
which enhances the 117 roadway will not diminished and that plushness and town and country landscape 31 
feel, now becomes very, very urbanized.  I think you’ve given us a rendering of the front of the building 32 
and the south side of the building, at some point, I think a few members of the Board would like to see a 33 
rendering of what the 117 rear side of the building is going to look like.  It just seems like it’s becoming, 34 
we’re always fighting off Mount Kisco becoming, how do we soften the urbanization of this Village, when 35 
we’re redeveloping sites that have such mature landscaping and trees and shrubbery. So it’s a very fine line 36 
and I hope you can help us with that, particularly on that rear side.  I would have loved to have seen on the 37 
front of the building, where you have a lot of sidewalk, three or four trees planted in that area to kind of 38 
soften it, and I know in retail use you want to be able to see the signage and the front of the building and 39 
trees block all of that but there are trees that will allow that to happen. 40 
 41 
Mr. Pilch stated we’ll submit a plan, we understand. 42 
 43 
Mr. Bonforte stated if I could direct your attention to the parking, the ingress and egress to the left of the 44 
buildings, along the main drive, yeah right in there.  So in the initial conceptual if you go down a little bit, 45 
where that sort of little crooked exit is, right there, I mentioned in the prior conceptual meeting that you 46 
came before the Board, I just felt that there was a difficulty making that left turn out with the oncoming 47 
traffic, the bulk of the traffic is coming in from the bottom of the diagram right, into the development.  Just 48 
where that turn is, are there spaces there now just above that, if you could use the marker please, yeah, just 49 
right in there, are there parking spaces there now. 50 
 51 
Mr. Pilch stated no, there are no spaces there at all.  There are not proposed to be any spaces there at all, it’s 52 
actually two lanes. 53 
 54 
Mr. Bonforte stated my question is, just to be more specific, did you look at rerouting traffic at all in any 55 
manner?  I know that consistent with a drive-thru, those were my comments, I’m just curious if you made 56 
any other changes to any striping in the parking lot. 57 
 58 
Mr. Pilch stated no, there are none others.  The only changes in the striping if you will, are right here, 59 
because of the removal of the transformer, that’s it. 60 
 61 
Mr. Bonforte stated understood. 62 
 63 
Jan Johannessen stated Chairman, I’m just wondering if there should be any consideration to bringing that 64 
sidewalk at the rear of the building on the North Bedford Road side, out to the North Bedford Road 65 
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sidewalk, maybe there should be a connection there.  I know it would be cutting through the landscape 1 
buffer but it may be a logical connection from this building to North Bedford Road. 2 
 3 
Mr. Pilch stated are you suggesting something along there? 4 
 5 
Jan Johannessen stated yeah. 6 
 7 
Mr. Mareschi stated any outdoor seating at all? 8 
 9 
Mr. Schwartz stated not proposed right now. 10 
 11 
Mr. Pilch stated not proposed but there is still a concrete pad there and there’s a concrete pad here. 12 
 13 
Chairman Hertz stated other thoughts, other concerns, and other ideas? We certainly want the site to be 14 
successful and understand that this seems to be a relatively straight forward change. You do seem to be able 15 
to show that there’s adequate parking, there have always been some minor circulation issues in that part of 16 
the site, and it’s a tough area. So I would you know, as one Board member, conceptually I’m in favor of 17 
what you’re proposing, it seems like a very minor shift, something that the site can accommodate easily.  I 18 
would ask you to give some serious look at some possible reconfiguration of the drive aisles there, you 19 
know it’s always seemed awkward to me to have essentially two sets of drive aisles, the way they… 20 
 21 
Mr. Pilch stated you’re saying if you look at this area here. 22 
 23 
Chairman Hertz stated in particular that parallel drive aisle and the way of getting in and out.  It does make 24 
sense to be able to enter sort of centered on the building, but it does create certain disadvantages as well 25 
and it may be that you know, there’s an entrance there but an exit back around at the, slightly hire up, you 26 
know where everything, at the corner… 27 
 28 
Mr. Bonforte stated closer to the liquor store, Mr. Chairman? 29 
 30 
Chairman Hertz stated where he was just indicating.  Maybe that one way in, one way out provides both 31 
better circulation and another way of… 32 
 33 
Mr. Schwartz stated so we know that we need to walk the site with the Village Engineer to address some 34 
outstanding site plan issues from the prior applications. When we do that site walk we will also look at this 35 
type of turning movements and stuff like that to see if we can soften some of those turns, so we’ll put that 36 
on our to do list for the Village Engineer. 37 
 38 
Mr. Mareschi stated thank you. 39 
 40 
Mr. Schwartz stated if I can address one other comment that has been raised, [inaudible] regarding the 5 41 
acre property in the back that is currently owned by Mr. Diamond.  Again, we know we need to address 42 
that before the formal application, we will do that, there’s a couple of ways that I’m thinking about how to 43 
address, but before we come back to you, excuse me, we’ll need to know if that 5 acre parcel is part of the 44 
application or if it’s not.  We hear the comment, addressed during the work session, it’s in the comment 45 
memos and we’ll have an answer for you by the time the formal application.  We also, let me just take 30 46 
seconds just so to present a conceptual sign, that was a comment I think was in Jan, your comments.  We 47 
did come tonight with a rendering of a new proposed sign that we wanted to present to get some informal 48 
feedback from the Board. 49 
 50 
Mr. Stone stated so the existing sign is on the corner of Preston and North Bedford or 117.  Essentially is 51 
the same configuration as far as the masonry except its shorter, it just has the Target and Stop & Shop 52 
square signs, down where it says “tenant, tenant, tenant” right now.  So, conceptually instead of putting 53 
signs on the back of the pad building, where the former Applebee’s was, the thought was to give them some 54 
outward exposure because it has substantial landscaping around it on this side and basically take the same 55 
ground sign and just raise up the masonry to allow a little bit more signage as part of what you see in the 56 
corner.  This is our conceptual design… 57 
 58 
Mr. Mareschi stated will it be lighted? 59 
 60 
Mr. Stone stated it will be illuminated, internally illuminated. 61 
 62 
Chairman Hertz stated my comment is I think this falls completely within the purview of the ARB, so… 63 
 64 
Jan Johannessen stated unless the footprint of the ground sign is changing. 65 
 66 
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Chairman Hertz stated and it doesn’t sound like it is.  We’re happy to give you feedback but we don’t 1 
control, is my understanding… 2 
 3 
Mr. Schwartz stated we talked about that internally but we wanted to expose you to that… 4 
 5 
Chairman Hertz stated I appreciate that. 6 
 7 
Mr. Schwartz stated we wanted to show you the whole site, this is what Urban Edge envisions from the 8 
signage. 9 
 10 
Chairman Hertz stated I, for one am supportive in not covering that building in signage but giving it 11 
alternative signage that you can maintain the look of the building, at least is not being neon everywhere if 12 
you will.  So, yes, I think that’s logical and hopefully he ARB will support that.  There may be a sign 13 
package that went along with this, often on a project this size there’s a second, additional sign package 14 
specific, so I’m not familiar with the sign package at this point but I assume that there was one.  So, the 15 
reason we do conceptual is to make sure that the applicant has the most input from this Board and from 16 
consultants before they go back and spend the money to flush this out and come back with a formal 17 
application. So I want to make sure that everyone is given the best and fullest input as to their feelings on 18 
this, so that the applicant can make an informed decision.  So I open this up for any other members of the 19 
Board but you have my feeling that this is an appropriate use for the site. It’s a very minor change for a site 20 
of this size, 1,000 square feet is relatively modest and you know, as long as, I think the comments were 21 
very well taken. Currently there is some very nice landscaping, which does mitigate you know, really 22 
soften that corner and it is an important entranceway up and down the street, so to the extent that while 23 
you’re removing trees, you can provide alternative landscaping that will provide a similar feel that will be 24 
very important, I think, to this Board, but I don’t see anything from a site perspective that alters this in any 25 
significant way.  I am certainly in favor of making the site more functional for the applicant.  Comments 26 
from other members? 27 
 28 
Mr. Mareschi stated no thank you Chairman. 29 
 30 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, so with that being said, it’s back in your court, if you choose to go forward. 31 
We’ll see you with a formal application. 32 
 33 
Mr. Schwartz stated thank you. 34 
 35 
Chairman Hertz stated alright, the next conceptual application is New York Luxury Motors of Mount 36 
Kisco, also known as the Jaguar Land Rover Dealership at 299 Kisco Avenue.  This is a conceptual 37 
amended site plan and then following that is the same applicant, Jaguar Land Rover Service for 41 Kensico 38 
Drive with a site plan application. 39 
 40 

e. NY Luxury Motors of Mount Kisco, Inc. (Jaguar Land Rover Dealership) –  41 
299 Kisco Avenue 42 
PB2017-0350 SBL 69.49-2-1 43 
Amended Site Plan 44 

 45 
f. NY Luxury Motors of Mount Kisco, Inc. (Jaguar Land Rover Service) –  46 

41 Kensico Drive 47 
PB2017-0351, SBL 69.50-1-2 48 
Site Plan 49 

 50 
Mr. Zachary Mintz of Zarin & Steinmetz; Mr. Diego Villareale of JMC were present. 51 
 52 
Chairman Hertz stated s while we’re getting set up, maybe Jan, I’ll let you do an introduction and get us set 53 
for that and give them a moment or two. 54 
 55 
Jan Johannessen stated two separate applications, but I think it makes sense to during the course of the 56 
discussion to speak about them simultaneous.  Two sites, 299 Kisco Avenue presently used as a car 57 
dealership for Volvo, the second site is 41 Kensico Drive, currently developed with I believe, a one story 58 
building and parking lot. I’m not sure of the last prior use but not vehicle sales or service.  299 is proposed 59 
to be redeveloped. The existing building to be taken down, a new one story building constructed with 60 
rooftop parking that would primarily be or would be the sale component of the auto dealership.  41 Kensico 61 
Drive is proposed to be the service facility for the same dealership.  My understanding is that the customer 62 
would not end up going to 41 Kensico, it would be purely be service related, that the customer would go to 63 
299 and drop their car off. The car would then be transported to 41.  I believe the delivery of vehicles 64 
would be directly to 41 Kensico Drive.  Both parcels have wetland issues. There’s an offsite stream in 65 
proximity of 299 and there is an offsite stream adjacent to 41, both have FEMA flood plain issues, so those 66 
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are things that would certainly need to be addressed in the course of review.  We provided a review memo 1 
for both applications and I’m happy to go into them in further detail. One thing we spoke about during the 2 
work session is how the two applications are going to be reviewed under SEQRA and will have some 3 
follow-up discussion with Whitney, but my inclination is that this should be reviewed together under 4 
SEQRA, under one environmental review. 5 
 6 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you, Jan.  If you’d introduce yourself and the floor is yours. 7 
 8 
Mr. Mintz stated sure, I’m Zach Mintz, I’m an attorney with Zarin & Steinmetz as well, I’m here tonight on 9 
behalf of Auto Nation, we are here on 299 Kisco and 41 Kensico Drive, as Jan explained.  I’m here with a 10 
few people, I’ve got Diego Villareale of JMC Site Plan, Engineering, also Paul Sisak from JMC, from Auto 11 
Nation I have Axay Patel and David Serra, and from PRAXIS, our architect is Marks Alexander.  We are 12 
here tonight looking for your feedback on our initial application material that we provided, obviously we’re 13 
interested and excited to hear what you have to say. We think that we are going to be proposing a major 14 
improvement in terms of aesthetics for dealership that’s existing and a complimentary service facility that 15 
will work together well with that new dealership.  So, tonight I just wanted to start by introducing you to 16 
Auto Nation. I know that it’s a relatively big company but you may not know it, so I wanted to start by 17 
introducing by David Serra, who’s going to tell you a little bit more about Auto Nation itself. 18 
 19 
Mr. Serra stated thank you, good evening, my name is David Serra, Senior Director of Design with Auto 20 
nation.  We’re very excited to be here. It’s our first step into this part of the country.  We have over 300 21 
facilities in 16 states. We sell and service every major brand sold in the United States.  So we’re excited to 22 
be here. Something that comes with being the largest retailer is responsibility and being a good corporate 23 
citizen and a good corporate community neighbor.  So we’re excited to be here and really improve on the 24 
site. I think what we propose, while it does have some challenges is a great improvement to what’s there 25 
and we’re looking forward to work together and finding a really good solution that will meet our needs, but 26 
most importantly, the needs of the community and the people that use it. 27 
 28 
Mr. Mintz stated it’s probably worth turning over to Diego, so he can start going through the site plan. 29 
 30 
Mr. Villareale stated good evening, again, Diego Villareale with JMC Civil Engineers and Planners for the 31 
application. As Jan had indicated, these really, the two properties really work hand in hand with each other 32 
so as I go through this presentation, if it’s okay, I am going to jump back and forth between the two plans. 33 
I’m going to take you through some of the existing conditions on both of the properties and then go to 34 
proposed conditions. It just works a little bit better when you’re trying to explain the application as one 35 
project.  So the first one I will bring up, this is aerial photograph of the existing property at 299 Kisco 36 
Avenue. This is Kisco Avenue running in a north south direction, Holiday Inn Drive, the curved roadway, 37 
the existing Lexus dealership and the hotel use.  The existing property itself is approximately 1.6 acres in 38 
size. It’s highlighted in red here. The existing building sits on the southwestern portion of the property and 39 
then the parking surrounds it to the north and to the east.  There are two access point off of Kisco Avenue. 40 
Right now there’s an access very close to the intersection of Holiday Inn Drive and then there’s also a 41 
second access point a little further north on Kisco Avenue as well, and then there’s a third access point the 42 
goes directly into Holiday Inn Drive.  The property is located in the GC or the General Commercial Zoning 43 
District and the wetlands and floodplain that Jan has also raised, the water course is located on the northern 44 
side of the property here, that’s parallel to that northern property line and parallel to that northbound on 45 
ramp for the Saw Mill Parkway that exists right here.  You can see that that ramp was under construction 46 
when this photograph was taken, that since has been completed, we don’t have an updated aerial 47 
photograph at this point, but it starts to show the extent of the improvements that were constructed on that 48 
ramp. This is the aerial photograph of 41 Kensico, Holiday Inn Drive is right here, the 299 property is just a 49 
couple hundred yards west of this location. The property line highlighted in red here, its approximately 1.7 50 
acres in size, very similar in size comparison.  The existing building sits on the northern portion of the 51 
property. The access is off of Kensico Drive, with parking that wraps around the back portion of the 52 
building. It is vacant at this time and the wetlands and watercourses that exist on this property, is really a 53 
stream channel or watercourse that runs parallel to the train tracks on the eastern portion of the property. 54 
That stream course or watercourse runs in the north south direction and the wetland buffer extends off the 55 
edge of that watercourse.  There’s not any real defined wetlands that have high functioning or high 56 
functionality or significant value, it’s really the defined watercourse that creates that wetland channel in 57 
this area.  The entire property drains from west to east, everything on the property, you actually see 58 
remnants of stormwater on the property which drain to a swale and everything drains to that stream channel 59 
on the eastern side of the property. What we’ve done is taken the aerial photograph and superimposed a 60 
rendering of the proposed conditions on the plan, as Zach has indicated. We are before you seeking 61 
approval to construct, really it’s a sales portion and dealership on the 299 portion and then the service entity 62 
on the 41 Kensico property.  The existing building on 299 would be demolished in its entirety, nothing 63 
would remain, all of the parking would be removed as well.  What you can see from the existing conditions 64 
on 299, a significant portion of the property is already developed, whether it’s with building or with 65 
parking areas.  I think the number is actually 92% coverage, under the existing conditions and this 66 
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application we worked to try to reposition the building, rework some of the parking areas, incorporate a 1 
significant amount of landscaping and we’ve actually reduced the total coverage on the property to 2 
approximately 79% in this case.  So we have a significant reduction in the total development coverage on 3 
the property.  The way this Site Plan has been situated and designed, you have the building that’s located 4 
right here, shaded in that beige color, really sits on the southwest corner of the property.  The access to the 5 
property, if you recall there was two existing access points, one here and then there was a second one here, 6 
we’re consolidating those two access points, shifting a little further north to where the existing northern 7 
driveway is and that becomes one of the access points into the property.  The second access exists here, that 8 
is being shifted further north and east to really a point on this curve where you increase sight distance in 9 
each direction and provides a little bit better visibility for cars coming around the two turns.  It just a 10 
location that we felt worked a little bit better but it also worked better with the overall design because one 11 
thing we will get into is the rooftop parking and the ramping system that’s shown on this property as well.  12 
Total number of parking spaces on the property, including rooftop parking 102, as was discussed before 13 
there’s a significant amount of impervious area on the property under the existing conditions and we’ve 14 
eliminated some of that in these areas here. We’ve provided a 10 foot landscaped buffer along the entire 15 
Holiday Inn portion of the property to provide the vegetative screening that’s required by your Code.  All 16 
of that really worked to reduce the impervious area on the property.  Parking is critical with the dealerships 17 
as well as just the operations of the overall dealership, so one thing that is being proposed as well is rooftop 18 
parking.  Access to that rooftop parking would occur from a ramp in this location here that runs parallel to 19 
Holiday Inn Drive. The rooftop parking is not for customer use at all, it’s employee usage only, storage of 20 
vehicles, employee parking, anything associated with employee usage only.  So a customer in no way 21 
would be permitted to use this, drive a vehicle or go up there and take a vehicle down.  It’s only for 22 
employee usage. 23 
 24 
Jan Johannessen stated inventory or employee? 25 
 26 
Mr. Villareale stated yet to be determined, inventory is one option but employee parking is something that 27 
the applicant would like to use it for as a potential use. 28 
 29 
Jan Johannessen stated it does make a difference. 30 
 31 
Mr. Villareale stated understood and that ties too, I think part of the conversation that we’ve had already 32 
with detailing that layout on that rooftop making sure that it complies with the Zoning requirements and 33 
provide a layout for that parking on the rooftop which we will provide as part of our application, if we are 34 
able to move forward. So again, with the access coming in off of Kisco Avenue here, patrons are able to 35 
come in, park their vehicles in this parking area here or in the back side of the building and then enter the 36 
showroom.  This is the sales office or the sale portion of this dealership.  One thing that we talked about 37 
was service, service will be occurring at the 41 Kensico Drive facility however drop-off would be at this 38 
location, so this is a service write-up area, so people have an opportunity to enter the property, enter the 39 
service write-up area, and then go into the building and then their car is taken to 41 for service. 40 
 41 
Mr. Polese stated so it pick up here or at 41? 42 
 43 
Mr. Villareale stated here would be pick up, all drop off and pick occurs at this location. 44 
 45 
Mr. Polese stated after hours too? 46 
 47 
Mr. Villareale stated it would be after hours, as well.  I’m going to jump now too… 48 
 49 
Mr. Mareschi stated how many parking spots for the rooftop? 50 
 51 
Mr. Villareale stated we don’t have a detailed design that we’ve provided at this point but what we’ve 52 
projected and what we’ve included in our application package was 40 parking spaces on this property and 53 
48 parking spaces on the 41, which we’ll get into in a second.  So its right in the range of 40 to 50 parking 54 
spaces. 55 
 56 
Mr. Bonforte stated so on that same note, what’s the anticipated employee spaces needed, where would 57 
they park in the, sort where those double spaces are? 58 
 59 
Mr. Villareale stated well part of the concept, I don’t know, projected employee count at this sales 60 
dealership. 61 
 62 
Mr. Serra stated 30 to 40. 63 
 64 
Mr. Villareale stated approximately 30-40 employees. 65 
 66 
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Mr. Bonforte stated whatever it might be, the concept is there’s 102 spaces, you’re proposing not only 1 
inventory but employee parking whether in the field or on the roof and I suppose you’re going to work out 2 
a ratio that works for the whole facility. 3 
 4 
Mr. Villareale stated correct, exactly, there’s a total of 102 parking spots. 5 
 6 
Mr. Bonforte stated because when you, my colleague mentioned incoming and dropping off and picking 7 
up, just taking that into account, because let’s just say its busy, you don’t want to have overflow on the 8 
outside of the footprint. 9 
 10 
Mr. Villareale stated you’re referring to drop off and pick up, for the different service vehicles. 11 
 12 
Mr. Bonforte stated there could be extra cars coming and going, et cetera. 13 
 14 
Mr. Villareale stated and that’s contemplated here as well. This is designed to be able to accommodate 4 15 
vehicles at any given time. There’s adequate stacking that’s located behind it as well where a vehicle still 16 
has enough room to maneuver, and you know based on the design of the dealership and what’s required and 17 
what they see from a service standpoint on a daily basis. It was designed to really accommodate the 18 
demand that they have. 19 
 20 
Mr. Mareschi stated will there be a car wash on site? 21 
 22 
Mr. Villareale stated the car wash I believe is located in the service area. 23 
 24 
Mr. Vigliotti stated the stacked parking spaces, what’s the width of those spaces? 25 
 26 
Mr. Villareale stated the width is the same at the proposed, they’re 9 ½ feet, so it’s shown to match the one 27 
in the front, that is another comment that we received as well and something we need to work through, as 28 
far as the total dimensions of the parking spaces, the more short term parking spaces are required to be 9 ½ 29 
feet wide, we actually have the ability to go 9 foot spaces for more long term or storage parking spaces. We 30 
may look at doing that but for purposes of this plan that we showed, we showed it at that 9 ½ foot wide 31 
striping. 32 
 33 
Mr. Vigliotti stated the rooftop parking, if someone is on the sidewalk or driving by, will they see the cars 34 
on the rooftop? Do the sidewalls go up high enough so the cars not visible. 35 
 36 
Mr. Villareale stated Marks Alexander is here with PRAXIS. He worked on the design of the building, he 37 
actually provided some renderings. Maybe now is a good time to jump to those renderings that are included 38 
as part of the submission and we can talk about the rooftop parking a little bit and how really the ramp has 39 
been designed to work with the building, has been somewhat of an extension of the façade, has a significant 40 
amount of landscaping and design really all tied together.  Maybe we should jump to the perspectives for a 41 
second to give you an idea of what ramp and the building is going to look like. 42 
 43 
Mr. Alexander stated my name is Marks Alexander, I’m with PRAXIS architects.  So basically the exterior 44 
concept of the building is really derived from a Jaguar/Land Rover prototype they use all over, and the idea 45 
really is it’s a really high end, nice aluminum metal panel. It wraps the showroom, as you see those white 46 
frames, that’s a different color metal panel that sort of articulates the glass that gives you a view into the 5 47 
or 6 Jaguars or 5 or 6 Land Rovers that they have on each side of the showroom.  Sort of a jewel box to 48 
display those.  So then once we put the parking on top of the roof, right now we’re showing the parapet 49 
wall low enough that you can see part of the car, but that’s really something that we can jack that up if we 50 
want to, to the point where you won’t see any cars up there at all. So that’s something that we can look into.  51 
Really the idea that we came up with, first of all, in order to get a ramp that’s long enough, the grade of the 52 
ramp, you know, workable, we really need a pretty long ramp to get up there and so really that, we looked 53 
at a lot of different options for how to locate this ramp on the side and this one gave us the best opportunity 54 
to get along, sort of run out of the ramp and have shallower slopes.  So what we’ve looked at here is a way 55 
that we can take some of the materials of the building itself and start to wrap the ramp and those, to break it 56 
up a little bit so it doesn’t appear as just a heavy solid wall.  The other thing that we can do is start working 57 
with vegetation. We can look at green walls. We can do things like that that will really start to erode the 58 
look of that ramp as you come around.  I feel like one of the things that ramp does for this specific side is as 59 
you come around here, instead of seeing parked cars and everything and glass doors going into the back of 60 
the building, this really creates a nice, or potentially creates a nice barrier that really maybe creates a 61 
cleaner view of the side. And there are a lot of different things we can do with materials but this is just kind 62 
of one way of looking at taking materials that are already on site, working with some vegetation and try to 63 
make that ramp… 64 
 65 
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Mr. Vigliotti stated if you can show a rendering at some point of the walls being raised where the cars are 1 
not visible, I believe that’s something that I would like to see. 2 
 3 
Mr. Alexander stated absolutely, and basically what we can do on that is just raise that parapet, you know, 4 
whatever it’s going to take for the Board to… 5 
 6 
Mr. Vigliotti stated the two rooftop parking areas, because they are long term storage, I guess the question 7 
is and I guess it’s a staff, is that going to require lighting or not, I’m hoping not but that’s a question that… 8 
 9 
Mr. Villareale stated lighting on the rooftop, you’re asking? 10 
 11 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I’m not in this particular case, if it’s long term parking and it’s not being used in the 12 
evenings, whether or not lighting needs to be in place and if it does at what, at a minimum, we don’t want 13 
to light up the sky. 14 
 15 
Mr. Alexander stated and we would, understanding that you don’t really want anything to draw your 16 
attention to what’s going on, on the roof, we would definitely look at the solution if we needed to that was 17 
low enough and full cut offs on the lighting so there wouldn’t be light escaping up into the atmosphere or 18 
outside of the perimeter of the parking area and basically keep it low enough that it’s really not going to 19 
draw your attention. 20 
 21 
Mr. Vigliotti stated thank you. 22 
 23 
Whitney Singleton stated we were just curious over here, why are you not covering the second stories of 24 
either of the buildings?  Does it have to do with the exhaust? 25 
 26 
Mr. Villareale stated for the parking areas, rather than just having rooftop parking and literally just enclose 27 
the entire thing? 28 
 29 
Jan Johannessen stated yeah. 30 
 31 
Mr. Villareale stated that is something that we’ve touched on and cost factors does start to play into that.  32 
The cost associated with constructing really the second half of a floor and enclosing that entire space, at 33 
that point it really makes it cost prohibitive. 34 
 35 
Mr. Alexander stated and then of course you do get kicked into some ventilation issues, whenever you start 36 
enclosing both the sides and the top of the parking structure, you get into some really serious exhaust 37 
issues.  So a lot of times, you know you’ll see parking doesn’t have, maybe they’ll have a parking structure, 38 
as parking goes up you’ll see the sides of it open to allow ventilation.  Here’s where we’re trying to screen 39 
all of the outside. You really need that open room to let the fumes out and what have you, or you’ll have 40 
serious exhaust issues. 41 
 42 
Chairman Hertz stated you want to take us through 41? 43 
 44 
Mr. Bonforte stated I just had one more comment, and I don’t want to keep us at all but on the queuing area 45 
for the service, as you pull in, it’s a two-way entrance in there, right, I’m going to just refer to my current 46 
experience at another dealership of course.  They have difficulty in the queuing area because everyone is 47 
coming in, in peak times in the morning to drop-off.  The way they, so if you follow me, if you have a 48 
backup in that pull-in area, it’s going to push itself out on to the main road.  So the way they deal with that, 49 
is they quickly take cars out of the interior area, so just something I think you’re certainly familiar with but 50 
you certainly don’t want to have, you look at this plan, you have four inside, maybe you can queue up two 51 
or three only outside and we certainly wouldn’t want to see anything overflowing back into the street 52 
because that’s a busy northbound entrance in the mornings, peak times. 53 
 54 
Mr. Alexander stated we also have a little bit of room on the front side of that, if it gets really busy they can 55 
have porters come out there and make sure that they move cars forward.  Absolutely, that’s always an issue 56 
when you look at the service drop-off. 57 
 58 
Mr. Bonforte stated where’s that extra room? On the front side? Oh, you mean on the other side. 59 
 60 
Mr. Alexander stated coming out the other side, so it would be possible to do that.  Its utterly, absolutely, 61 
we design a lot of car dealerships all over the country and that’s absolutely one of the things that we look 62 
at, that’s why we set the service drive as far as we could off the street. 63 
 64 
Mr. Bonforte stated we may just want to ask you when you come before us again, how many cars can be 65 
queued up, front, middle, inside and back. 66 
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 1 
Mr. Villareale stated we can certainly, we’re going to look at that, we were just touching base. We can 2 
actually provide some information on the number of vehicles that they service here to give the Board the 3 
comfort level that they need, that we have an adequate number of stacking area for vehicles to stack in this 4 
location.  We are dealing with, it’s a Jaguar/Land Rover dealership, we’re dealing with a luxury vehicle, the 5 
experience to the customer is very, very important, having them wait for long periods of time is not part of 6 
the protocol, so all that comes into play when this facility is being designed but we have information on 7 
that and we can certainly include it as part of our formal submission. 8 
 9 
Mr. Mareschi stated how many service bays inside? 10 
 11 
Mr. Villareale stated the service bays are located at 41. So there is nothing here, there’s 24 service bays 12 
located at that facility. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated before we jump, is there an area dedicated to new car delivery within this space. 15 
 16 
Mr. Villareale stated no, there’s not, that’s one thing we will touch on… 17 
 18 
Chairman Hertz stated I don’t mean new car coming off the, but to deliver to the customer. 19 
 20 
Mr. Alexander stated right, if you’re looking at the top two arrows at the back of the service drive, those 21 
two below would be where the two bays that you would take delivery of a new car there and then exit 22 
directly out the back.  Again, all the detailing and prep… 23 
 24 
Chairman Hertz stated is happening at the other site. 25 
 26 
Mr. Alexander stated absolutely. 27 
 28 
Mr. Bainlardi stated on that issue, are you married to having the entrance to the service come from Kisco 29 
Ave, as opposed to flipping it and going the other way and maybe being able to queue up more in the rear 30 
of the building? 31 
 32 
Mr. Villareale stated the entrance is coming off of Kisco, you’re saying reverse it? 33 
 34 
Mr. Bainlardi stated you have your service flow, people are coming in off a Kisco and in a relatively short 35 
distance there coming in off of Kisco Ave, queueing them in the service drop-off area, what about going 36 
the opposite way? 37 
 38 
Mr. Serra stated first look at the massing of the building, for the customer its easier to understand where the 39 
drive is, if it’s off the front.  So as a process, especially on a high end luxury store, what happens is as the 40 
customer comes in, they’re greeted by their service advisor and they’re taken inside, the moment they’re 41 
away from their vehicle, that vehicle is already moved so that we don’t have the back-up.  It’s not like a 42 
huge domestic store where you have 40 cars waiting to come in, in the morning, we move them quickly so 43 
that everyone has the same experience when it comes to service.  Then towards the end of the day when we 44 
reverse one of the lanes, so you still have one in for late comers but as the vehicles are being delivered back 45 
to the customer, they’re delivered on the outside line, kind of in reverse.  So it kind of, it makes it so that 46 
you don’t end up with a bunch of stacking on the front, it keeps things moving throughout the site. 47 
 48 
Mr. Bainlardi stated my experience is BMW, so you know on the back side, you hit the right time of the 49 
morning, you might have 10 cars, I know the guys are running in and out moving them as quickly as they 50 
can, that’s on the backside of the building. 51 
 52 
Mr. Serra stated the challenge with BMW is that there’s really nowhere to go, you’re in the building, you’re 53 
in the service department.  Here, we have the ability to pull those cars out, so you don’t have that, well now 54 
you’ve got to move 5 cars before you can, yeah.  So we looked at different massing diagrams of the 55 
building, where the service drive should go and we do this so often, we have a prototypical adjacency 56 
diagram of what we like our facilities to do and based on the data that we have, it’s also easier for the 57 
customer to understand the site. If they can see the front door and the service drive as one experience and 58 
then by then processes of operation, moving the cars quickly, then, unfortunately BMW wasn’t one of our 59 
designs.  We are not dealing with how do we fix that operationally, the beauty with this is that we don’t 60 
have back up, you’re not driving into the shop right away, so you have the ability to move the cars out of 61 
the way. 62 
 63 
Jan Johannessen stated what’s circulation route generally between this facility and 41? 64 
 65 
Mr. Villareale stated circulation route as far as taking the cars back and forth from a service standpoint? 66 
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 1 
Jan Johannessen stated are they making a left out onto Kisco Avenue and then making a left onto Holiday 2 
Drive… 3 
 4 
Mr. Villareale stated no, the idea would be they’d come out the back and make a left onto Holiday Inn 5 
Drive and they’d be able to go bacl to 41. 6 
 7 
Jan Johannessen stated do you think there will be a significant number of left hand turns coming out onto 8 
Kisco Avenue because you have to go through two turning lanes before you make that left. 9 
 10 
Mr. Villareale stated understood, we’d have to look at that and study exactly entrance and exits and 11 
distribution patterns and that’s something we can certainly look at as far as total number of vehicles exiting 12 
out on to Kisco. 13 
 14 
Mr. Vigliotti stated Jan’s point is well taken, making a left hand turn onto Kisco Avenue coming off of 15 
your site, during the two rush hours, am and pm, coming across a double lane there is going to be very, 16 
very difficult, I think you need to address that.  You have it because it almost has to say no left hand turn.  17 
So that needs to be addressed, what John was talking about just a few minutes ago, I happen to agree that 18 
where the service drop-off is, is going to be very, very tight in the morning.  If you can just take your 19 
pointer and just identify how many cars with the pointer can come in to the service, so if I’m driving in, I’m 20 
dropping obviously where the arrow is, pointing into the site, I can’t park there because no one will be able 21 
to get in, so I’m pushing myself forward, how many parking spaces are there? 22 
 23 
Mr. Villareale stated well you would wait here, you’re saying…? 24 
 25 
Mr. Vigliotti stated how many vacant, how many spaces, if 3 cars came in, would there be room for a 26 
fourth? 27 
 28 
Mr. Villareale stated inside this service write up area, yes, there would be. 29 
 30 
Mr. Vigliotti stated just show me with your… 31 
 32 
Mr. Villareale stated right here, there’s actually 4 cars shown. You can actually see the 4 cars that are in 33 
there, if for some reason there is additional vehicles, they could stack here and there’s still adequate 34 
distance to go out.  So you technically probably have the ability to stack 8 vehicles and even 10 vehicle sin 35 
this location without even impeding the operations going around.  And we’ll show that, we’ll prepare a plan 36 
which shows the stacking distance, we’ll show the number of cars and we can certainly look at, we 37 
understand the point regarding left hand turns, if you give us an opportunity we’ll go back, look at that, and 38 
include a response to that as far as our formal application but we understand Staff’s desire and the Board’s 39 
desire to restrict left hand turns. 40 
 41 
Jan Johannessen stated what’s the walkway to the front of the building from Kisco Avenue, shaded in 42 
brown? 43 
 44 
Mr. Serra stated so we have, the best way to explain is that Auto Nation is one big franchisee, so we have 45 
all our franchise agreements with all these manufacturers, all these manufacturers have their prototypical 46 
elements that we are required to meet.  Now, some manufacturers are very flexible into what is done in the 47 
real world, how facilities are used, other are married to very strict procession and experience for the 48 
customer.  Now, there’s strictness is purely based on form and not function, so that sidewalk is a 49 
requirement by Jaguar/Land Rover, as is the exterior material, and the way the building is put together, they 50 
require us to show that sidewalk, it’s based again on their prototype and the idea that it’s a walkable 51 
neighborhood, again, it doesn’t always make sense do us.  That is as a franchisee, we’re forced to at least 52 
try to get it done the way they’ve designed it. 53 
 54 
Jan Johannessen stated so the Board is aware, there’s no sidewalk on Kisco Avenue. Would that be a, how 55 
are you going to bring the vehicles into the showroom?  Part of that question is are you bringing them 56 
through that walkway, that driveway? 57 
 58 
Mr. Villareale stated no, it’s this location here, there’s a side entry door, if you zoom in, you actually see 59 
the double doors and how they’re oversized. That provides the access to the showroom space. 60 
 61 
Mr. Mareschi stated when somebody picks up their car, do they drive their car out of the showroom as 62 
BMW has now? 63 
 64 
Mr. Villareale stated pick up their car, as a new car purchase? 65 
 66 
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Mr. Mareschi stated correct. 1 
 2 
Chairman Hertz stated no, its delivered in the back. 3 
 4 
Mr. Villareale stated vehicles are prepped, they’re cleaned, they’re detailed and then they’re delivered to 5 
the customer. 6 
 7 
Mr. Polese stated everyone is entitled to white glove treatment with these vehicles, what’s the throughput 8 
or what’s the expected throughput on a daily basis, just a ballpark, a range on any given Monday or 9 
Tuesday?  The second question is, people coming in, are they just by and large dropping off for standard 10 
maintenance and they’re sticking around, you have an allotment of rentals and loaners and other things that 11 
need to factor into this lot. 12 
 13 
Mr. Serra stated I can get you that data and we can provide it as part of our full submission.  What we do 14 
when we look at the customer experience is there’s a lot process and once of those processes is 15 
appointments and we try to encourage our customers to go on that appointment based system, so we don’t 16 
have everyone showing up at 8 o’clock in the morning because sometimes people will just go thinking that 17 
that’s the best time to go and it’s not convenient for them, it’s not the best business practice for us, so we, 18 
as part of the introduction into the Auto Nation way of doing business, we promote the idea of appointment 19 
making for sales and service, that’s really baked into our process because it allows us to have a consistent 20 
customer experience so that everyone always has that same feel on the sales side and the service side. 21 
 22 
Mr. Polese stated and I think it will go a long way in alleviating the concern of this place isn’t big enough 23 
for what you guys need to do. 24 
 25 
Mr. Vigliotti stated would you be kind enough to point out the designated customer parking for those that 26 
are visiting the showroom. 27 
 28 
Mr. Villareale stated we have not specifically identified it on the plan but we can do that as part of our next 29 
submission.  However, generally customer parking will be available in this area here, or possibly along the 30 
back as well. 31 
 32 
Mr. Mareschi stated great, thank you. 33 
 34 
Mr. Villareale stated just to quickly, I know it’s late but to go through the 41 site plan.  Similarly, we did 35 
just a rough rendering again, overlaid it on the aerial to give you context of the surrounding properties and 36 
how this building will sit.  Similarly to the 299 property, the building will be completely demolished, a new 37 
building will be constructed, it’s highlighted in the beige color here.  Access would be maintained in a very 38 
similar location off of Kenisco Drive, where vehicles are brought in, there’s adequate parking along the 39 
east, west, and southern portions of the property.  This is strictly service, again, so you’ll see the service 40 
bays that are outlined in this portion of the building here, there’s other detailing bays located on the 41 
southern portion of the building here, and then part storage and delivery on the southeast portion of the 42 
building here.  Rooftop parking is also proposed at this location, the ramp is shown on the northern side of 43 
the building, so to get up to that upper level, you’d come along the backside of the building, drive up the 44 
ramp and that provides access to the rooftop parking.  The back portion of the property here should provide 45 
some additional parking spaces but also you’ll see it says vehicle storage, we identified some areas on the 46 
property where we could really store inventory and store vehicles for use on the property.  Deliveries, that 47 
was a topic that was discussed during the work session, we heard that as well, vehicles large, tractor trailers 48 
coming to and from this dealership, all that would occur on this property, the idea was you take new cars 49 
inventory, tractor trailer has the ability to come into the property here, we designed this with large radii, no 50 
curbs in this area where tractor trailer has the ability to come, do a three point turn and go back out.  As part 51 
of our submission we’ll include truck turning templates and a narrative on that, so you’ll be able to see that 52 
it could accommodated on this property but all vehicles deliveries from a tractor trailer standpoint would 53 
happen at this property, this is where we will receive, not at 299. 54 
 55 
Chairman Hertz stated and before you go further, let me just reiterate a point that you will hear over and 56 
over again.  There are a fair amount of car dealerships in Town, one of the issues that has plagued Planning 57 
with these things, is getting vehicles to actually be delivered on site, even though they are required to be 58 
delivered on site.  So we are going to really hold you to the really incredible functional design that can 59 
without a shadow of a doubt, show that vehicles can be delivered, will be delivered and you will be held to 60 
that. 61 
 62 
Mr. Villareale stated understood. 63 
 64 
Mr. Vigliotti stated coverage on this site? 65 
 66 
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Mr. Villareale stated coverage on this site, from existing to proposed, it does increase, it is slightly above 1 
what’s permitted, we are at 78% where 75% is permitted. 2 
 3 
Whitney Singleton stated Diego, I was just wondering, I know you’re utilizing the existing access point but 4 
with the number of trips back and forth between the two sites and the vehicle deliveries by car transport, 5 
why wouldn’t you realign the intersection? 6 
 7 
Mr. Villareale stated we did look at doing that as well, it is something we can continue to evaluate, that 8 
would require us to shift this, eliminate some parking spaces but it is certainly something we can look at. 9 
 10 
Mr. Vigliotti stated that would make sense. 11 
 12 
Anthony Oliveri stated Diego, could you just maybe touch on if you put any thought into how you’re going 13 
to handle stormwater, DEP, and being in the floodplain as well? 14 
 15 
Mr. Villareale stated both properties, both 299 and 41 have an element of being within the floodplain or 16 
floodway so to speak.  This property is more significant because of the floodplain actually extends out 17 
beyond Kensico Drive, so the entire property really located within the floodplain itself.  When we looked at 18 
the development of this property, we did look at your Flood Damage Prevention Code to make sure that we 19 
could comply with those standards.  The design of the building, not having a basement, having it at a 20 
certain elevation where it’s above the 100 year flood elevation, all of that was considered when we started 21 
looking at the layout and the design of the building, as well as the parking spaces.  The other thing we 22 
looked at when we did some preliminary grade schematics was not taking away flood storage areas, we 23 
weren’t trying to fill the back portion of the property up to a higher elevation, we maintained the existing 24 
elevation, so we don’t lose flood storage within the floodway or floodplain in accordance with your Code.  25 
From a stormwater standpoint, under the existing conditions right now, this property drains from west to 26 
east, everything comes from Kensico Drive and really just flows uncontained into a swale and into the 27 
stream corridor at the back portion of the property.  We haven’t done a detailed analysis yet, we did have 28 
an opportunity to do a site walk with DEP, we brought them out there, showed them what we’d like to do, 29 
we have to do testing and do some conceptual plans for them as well, so we have some work to do but the 30 
initial though process was to incorporate a couple of different green practices, pervious pavement is 31 
actually something that this Board approved at the 299 property when they were modifying that gravel 32 
parking area.  So we are going to consider some of those types of features, porous pavement, pervious 33 
pavement, maybe a stormwater planter, there is some opportunities in some areas along the back portion of 34 
the property here where we can create a stormwater feature.  We’re also going to do some testing to see if 35 
we can do some underground stormwater infiltration practices, either closer to the building or along the 36 
side portion of the building.  All of that is being considered and will be incorporated into the overall design 37 
but it is going to be a number of green practices and we will most likely rely heavily on some type porous 38 
pavement or porous asphalt which is something that was previously approved. 39 
 40 
Anthony Oliveri stated I believe at 299 the porous pavement also incorporates some volume and flood 41 
control on the site.  I don’t know if that was being provided in this or would have to be provided as part of 42 
this, just pointing that out. 43 
 44 
Mr. Villareale stated I took a look at it but I didn’t see that but I will go back and… 45 
 46 
Anthony Oliveri stated it might have… 47 
 48 
Mr. Villareale stated we will go back and I thought it was more from a treatment standpoint but yeah, we 49 
can certainly look at that but similarly with 299, we’re not looking to make an significant modifications to 50 
the grading of the property and replacing or losing existing flood storage.  On the 299 property, the 51 
floodplain itself is located on the eastern portion of the site, it’s really limited to this portion back here, is 52 
what’s located within the floodplain itself, as opposed to 41, where the entire property is really located 53 
within the floodplain. 54 
 55 
Mr. Mareschi stated thank you very much, it’s beautiful. 56 
 57 
Mr. Bonforte stated we’re going to want probably a couple more things, one is, there’s 24 bays I think you 58 
said, service bays, so just anticipated volume of cars, it might have been already mentioned but what kind 59 
of volume on a daily basis, will be coming through the service area, just the kind of volume in and out of 60 
that parcel, I’m sure you have that data, it’s something your familiar with and so on.  But the other aspect is 61 
because I’m really referring to the current situation at a dealership, it doesn’t work very well at all and 62 
that’s why I raised those concerns to yourselves, is when, let’s call it one of your jockey’s takes a car from 63 
sales over to service, what does he do? Does he run back on the street or does he get a ride, and again I 64 
know there’s ways to deal with it but contemplate that some more… 65 
 66 
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Mr. Serra stated yeah, I think it’s going to, we will do some more in depth analysis and really that process 1 
is and if it helps to include that as part of our submission, we can definitely propose a narrative of how 2 
that’s going to work. 3 
 4 
Mr. Bonforte stated because you know there’s not sidewalks, correct?  And it’s not really going to be good 5 
at all if you have employees running back and forth, which unfortunately is taking place at the dealership 6 
I’m at now. 7 
 8 
Chairman Hertz stated I see a fleet of segues. 9 
 10 
Mr. Polese stated that’s what I was thinking. 11 
 12 
Mr. Bonforte stated so, definitely figure that out, whether it’s a golf cart or something. 13 
 14 
Chairman Hertz stated well the boring company is certainly looking for some sites for some extra tunnels.  15 
So I’d like to make a comment which was touched at the work session but we didn’t really get it.  So I 16 
think rooftop parking as you probably know, is specifically allowed but it’s allowed by Special Permit, if 17 
the Board feels it’s appropriate.  I’d love to understand at this site, what you would imagine rooftop parking 18 
would be used for, is that going to be more employee parking, would that storage, so that’s something that 19 
we’re going to need you guys ultimately to flesh out, so we can understand how it’s going to function.  20 
From an aesthetic point of view, there are much fewer concerns here, right, your neighbor is train tracks, 21 
the back of some buildings and other cases, you have the propane yard, so you’re not in a sensitive area 22 
from an architectural point of view but nevertheless, we want to treat all our sites appropriately and dress 23 
them up as best we can.  So we would love ultimately to see what the renderings are going to be from the 24 
street, what you imagine for visibility.  More importantly on 299, as you may have heard during the work 25 
session, as part of the re-do of the onramp, off ramp from Kisco, they cleared a lot of it, they changed the 26 
grade of that approach as well as removed a fair amount of greenery and opened up that space from view, 27 
both from the highway and the on and off ramps.  So there will be some sensitivity to view-scapes, kind of 28 
as you’re on the Sawmill itself and what that’s going to look like, so think about that with regards to 29 
addressing rooftop parking, I think rooftop parking for car dealerships makes a great deal of sense, you 30 
access to a limited group of people that know how to drive cars and know how to handle them and you 31 
know, it’s not a public parking lot.  So where we can take cars off the ground and put them in a place like 32 
that is a very logical thing but this does have a sensitivity from an aesthetic point of view from a lot of 33 
different visual points and a lot of different grade heights.  So I would ask you to address that fairly 34 
carefully.  Some overall comments, I think we just want to give some general sense… 35 
 36 
Mr. Villareale stated Mr. Chairman, just to hit on that point real quickly and that was something that we 37 
discussed and I know that Jan specifically mentioned that as well, and in speaking with David and Auto 38 
Nation, we are going to reach out to the DOT, our property abuts their property line here, we will reach out 39 
to them to see if we can get permission to do some landscaping on their property as well to start addressing 40 
that corridor and the view-sheds that would be coming from that ramp and really the Sawmill Parkway 41 
itself. 42 
 43 
Chairman Hertz stated understood, thank you. 44 
 45 
Mr. Bainlardi stated as a matter of fairness but not necessarily practicality, DOT removed all of the trees 46 
and all of the buffer that was along there, I don’t know whether or not they have their plans have intentions 47 
of putting any of it back but while this applicant should have to deal with what they have to deal with from 48 
that standpoint, I just want to state that it bothers me that onus now is put on the private property owner to 49 
deal with protection, of shielding their property, its going to have a very attractive building, it’s going to be 50 
a good looking building from what we can tell here, from people coming on and off the off ramp but the 51 
reverse is not you know, as not been considered or required.  For what it’s worth, that’s just my view. 52 
 53 
Jan Johannessen stated I will just point out, John, I agree with you, but the parking area in this case is being 54 
proposed in the landscape buffer, so they’re limiting themselves to onsite landscaping because of their 55 
parking layout. 56 
 57 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I’m not saying that I don’t think that they should have to do any landscaping, I’m just 58 
saying and in general my view of this is that landscaping to screen uses back service uses, back of building 59 
uses is one thing but I don’t think it has to rise to level that we have to make buildings invisible or screened 60 
from view from the rest of the world. 61 
 62 
Chairman Hertz stated John, I wasn’t actually suggested that screen the, it may be that they want the 63 
building as visible as possible… 64 
 65 
Mr. Bainlardi stated of course. 66 
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 1 
Chairman Hertz stated I’m just saying take a look at how the building looks verse how the rooftop parking 2 
on the building looks and whether or not that, you may want no, you know high screening from that side 3 
but you may want to increase the parapet on that side of the building, slightly in relation to something else. 4 
 5 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I’m not attacking what you were saying… 6 
 7 
Chairman Hertz stated and in general groups of buildings are not the most attractive spots. 8 
 9 
Mr. Vigliotti stated as one member of the Board, I am in favor of full screening between the Sawmill 10 
Parkway entrance and your site whether the Sawmill Parkway authority pays for that or work with them in 11 
conjunction, it would be wonderful but I would like to see it fully screened.  Additionally, I think it would 12 
be a benefit to the Board if we had an updated aerial view of, you have an overlay now on an old aerial 13 
view, I would like to see how close your facility is going to be to the new Sawmill River Parkway entrance 14 
because I don’t think this is the new one, correct? 15 
 16 
Mr. Villareale stated the photo is not the latest but I don’t believe they changed the general location of the 17 
ramp itself, I think they reconstructed generally in the same location.  I don’t think this ramp moved… 18 
 19 
Mr. Vigliotti stated I think it’s closer for some reason. 20 
 21 
Mr. Villareale stated we can check that. 22 
 23 
Anthony Oliveri stated Diego, one other thing, if you are speaking with DOT, being adjoining the right of 24 
way, there may be some level of review that they have on, your exit onto Kisco, is in close vicinity to the 25 
ramp, so if they have any issue with that or [inaudible]. 26 
 27 
Mr. Bainlardi stated is there a traffic light at the Holiday Inn Drive? 28 
 29 
Chairman Hertz stated yes, there is. 30 
 31 
Mr. Bainlardi stated I mean, in a perfect world here, I understand you’re working with some of the 32 
objectives you’re trying to achieve but in a perfect world, we would send everything back out to that traffic 33 
light. 34 
 35 
Jan Johannessen stated yup, no left turn. 36 
 37 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and I don’t know if that impacts how you want to bring people or how you want to 38 
situate this building in that property, that’s really what wants to happen, in my opinion or I think you’re 39 
going to end dealing with limited or restricted turning movements out of there. 40 
 41 
Mr. Villareale stated understood. 42 
 43 
Chairman Hertz stated well or possibly only right hand only, right hand out only.  I mean functionally, it’s 44 
almost impossible to make a left anyway, legitimately it really is.  So, I think those comments are very well 45 
taken, we understand your user experience will drop dramatically if they can’t get out.  So I think John’s 46 
point is very well taken, we would love, you know in an ideal world and this might be the ideal world you 47 
know, exits going back out to Holiday Drive and out to the signalized point is really a better exit strategy, 48 
certainly going left it is.  Any other general feedback about anything you’ve heard, so that they can 49 
properly incorporate our input and make the tweaks necessary. 50 
 51 
Mr. Bonforte stated yes, Chairman, I’ll just mention a short narrative on the business, I think you 52 
mentioned two brands, how many models are there, you can see the visual there, there’s a lot of cars in the 53 
showroom, just give us an idea of that, really brief so that we may think we know how many brands there 54 
are but you know, there may be a lot of cars, more than we think, coming out of those two you mentioned, I 55 
don’t know, maybe not. 56 
 57 
Mr. Polese stated sorry, just to confirm, there’s no Volvo anymore in this equation. 58 
 59 
Whitney Singleton stated at this location. 60 
 61 
Mr. Mareschi stated they moved to the old Nissan, I believe. 62 
 63 
Mr. Bonforte stated so yeah, just a short business narrative, we usually get that as a matter of course 64 
anyway. 65 
 66 
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Chairman Hertz stated have you seen the memos from Staff, at this point. 1 
 2 
Mr. Villareale stated yes, we have. 3 
 4 
Chairman Hertz stated so they are also, if you want to touch base on some of the commentary in the memos 5 
that Jan you’ve mentioned, we talked about the issues of variances that will be required because we are 6 
abutting residential neighborhoods even though, that’s about as butting you can get without having any 7 
effect but you know, that’s something. One of the things that strikes me, while I see the logic of your site 8 
plan, if you look at what’s happening on Kisco Avenue in the immediate vicinity, directly to the south you 9 
have Lexus which is set tremendously far back, so there’s going to be a very big differential between your 10 
building which is very close to the road and the next property owner which is quite set back from the road.  11 
So I’d like to be able to understand that corridor on a wider viewpoint to really understand the feel, 12 
obviously as we push down farther south on Kisco, everything moves back up very close to road, once 13 
again.  So I want to understand that experience of traveling in there, there’s clear logic for the way you’ve 14 
set this up but it does present a little bit of a discrepancy in the way the setbacks are with the only real 15 
adjoining property there because there’s nothing developed across the street and once you hit the Sawmill, 16 
you change the nature of the neighborhood.  So ideally once you, if you’re pursuing this, give some thought 17 
to the experience of coming off the Sawmill and entering Town from that direction and having your 18 
building and then buildings that are quite different in that respect. Any other feedback we want to give?  19 
And for one, I actually like your curved ramp, I think it works very well with the curve of the road at that 20 
point, I think it works rather nicely.  I’ve never been in favor of sort of looking out at this massive parking 21 
lot, so when you can create something that has an interesting movement to it, it does create some of that, I 22 
think it gives you something to play with, I concur with your position on that. 23 
 24 
Mr. Bainlardi stated and just more broadly, my view is thank you for considering Mount Kisco and 25 
investing what your potentially going to invest here, I think you have, it’s a good site, I think the potential 26 
here is to find a way to make this work for you and for us and it’s exciting, thank you. 27 
 28 
Mr. Bonforte stated agreed. 29 
 30 
Mr. Mareschi stated great building, beautiful design, really, really nice. 31 
 32 
Chairman Hertz stated so do you have a questions of us?  Do you have any, do you want any other specific 33 
feedback before we all go out merry way? 34 
 35 
Jan Johannessen stated I think the next step is for the applicant to post escrow and have a staff meeting with 36 
all staff and [inaudible]. 37 
 38 
Mr. Villareale stated there’s a couple of questions that need to resolve and we can flush all the out at that 39 
meeting. 40 
 41 
Mr. Miley stated Diego, there’s confirmed 24 service bays now? 42 
 43 
Mr. Villareale stated 24 service bays. 44 
 45 
Mr. Miley stated the letter says 20, the notes show 28, the plans say 24. 46 
 47 
Mr. Villareale stated there’s 20 service bays and 4 detailing bays.  24 is the number that we want. 48 
 49 
Mr. Mareschi stated thank you. 50 
 51 
Mr. Villareale stated thank you. 52 
 53 
Chairman Hertz stated thank you, it’s late, so I think we will, anything else you want to talk about will be at 54 
the next meeting. 55 
 56 
Mr. Mareschi stated yes, thank you Chairman. 57 
 58 
Mr. Bonforte stated Chairman, I make a motion adjourn.  Seconded by Mr. Mareschi. 59 
 60 
Chairman Hertz stated for all in favor.  The motion carried by a vote of 7 to 0. 61 
 62 
The meeting adjourn at 10:25 p.m. 63 


